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Nicole Du Bois

A Division ofL & T Entertainment

An Evening At The Royal Gala
Preliminary Night Competition — October 18,19,20
Holiday Inn Select—Memphis Airport — 2240 Democrat Rd — Memphis TN 38132
General admission tickets are $10 in advance or $12 at the door — begins at 9:00 p.m.
Former Miss Gay America Revue Show...
an Evening of Drag and Dancing October 21
featuring many former Miss Gay America titleholders and Nicole DuBois—Miss Gay America 2006
October 21 at the Holiday Inn Select — Memphis Airport—2240 Democrat Rd
General admission tickets are $12 in advance or $15 at the door — begins at 9:00 p.m.
Miss Gay America 2007 Final Night Competition — October 22
featuring...contestant presentation, Top 10 finalists competition,
final walk of Miss Gay America 2006—Nicole DuBois
and coronation of MissGay America 2007
Cannon Center—255 North Main Street, downtown Memphis
General admission tickets are $30 and $25 — begins at 6:30 p.m.
For more information: including packa_ge ticket deals

visit wwWww.miIissgayamerica.com
or call 901—603—4838
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AND (“In NHNT ls wam an editorial by the editor & publisher

Green is perfect color for statue tarnishing name of Christ
The folks at World Overcomers Outreach Ministries Church, bolism, it is sort of a waste of time.
Isn‘t the World Overcomers lady at least a little disrespectful
located at Winchester and Kirby Parkway, rather, should 1 say,
it‘s senior pastor, Alton R. Williams, have done it again. to the Statue of Liberty, one of the few American icons that the
(Although the church may have a board of deacons or directors, world respects? So, chalk that up as disrespect number one.
Now, our main concern is this is a Judeo—Christian reli—
you should note that to be on that board it is very possible you
organization, a Protestant religious organization. It is
gious
have to respond, "Yes, pastor, whatever you want," to any and
all of the preacher‘s ideas and desires. Not unlike many corpo— our understanding that the church worships Jesus Christ and
he is the center of their teachings. So, why is Jesus Christ
rations and nonprofit organizations.)
second billing? His name is up in what looks like
getting
Anyway, the church spent tens of thousands of dollars in
advertising with The Commercial Appeal to be sure that its read— Christmas tree lights on the edge of the circular roof, a small
ers knew that it was its opinion (although they actually present— edge at that.
We have a question for Rev. Williams. Should Jesus
ed it as fact), that homosexuals are sentenced to hell.
Well our dear self—righteous, mega—church truly deserves the come knocking at your office door one day, what are you
Memphis Gaudy Award should The Memphis Flyer have that goin‘ to say to him? Here is the main man, the head—honcho,
included in their annual survey this year. The symbol—riddled, repli— the boss man. Without him, you wouldn‘t have a job. He is
ca of the Statue of Liberty is nothing but gaudy, for sure. The only the one you are suppose to be representing. And you have
thing missing are sequins and a boa, we‘d suggest pink of course. come up with this bastardized version of the Statue of
Rev. Williams alleges that it represents the liberty found in Liberty and spent over $250,000 on it and all Jesus gets is
Christ. We heard that on TV. Hmmmm, and how is one of the a couple hundred dollars worth of Christmas lights?
thousands of drivers passing the green statue suppose to know Disrespect number two.
We aren‘t even going to go into what $250,000 could have
that? We can‘t tell that by looking at it. Rev. Williams took it upon
himself to alter the statue of liberty. Was it to reflect a sermon, or bought for the "widows and orphans" that the Bible speaks of. As
far as the rest of the Christians out there trying to spread love
maybe a dream? What was on that pizza?
Have you ever told a joke and then had to explain it? If you did, and the truth of the life of Jesus Christ and his teachings, we will
the joke basically was a dud and not a joke at all. The same with count that as disrespect number 3 to the teachings of Christ and
the World Overcomers‘s lady. If you have to explain all the sym— what we are instructed to do.
While driving past the green lady one day, our son and his
friend noted that the green lady was wrong because there was
suppose to be a separation of church and state in America.
Your Family is in
Hello, teenagers speaking here. They said they should not be
told how to worship. That is the founding principle of this coun—
try ... don‘t tell us how to worship. We have FREEDOM of reli—
good hands with
gion if and how we decide to worship. Here is a clear merging-qts
the church and the symbol of American government. Disrespect:
number four.
R
Well, to be fair, it isn‘t right for us to judge Rev. Williams.
However, we feel that when people are in places of leadership,
Allstate.
they are to be held more accountable for their behaviors than
mere laymen. For they teach by both their word and their deed.
*~ e Home
Perhaps we should just pray for Mr. Williams in hope'§~that he
e Auto
e Life

has a good answer when Jesus Christ comes knocking on his
office door.
&
xa

* Business
TIM MANESS
Sales Associate
Erin McDonald Agency
5055 Elmore
Memphis, TN 38134
Allstate.
phone: 901.372.3500
You‘re in good hands.
fax: 901.383.1099
claims: 800.386.6126
24—Hour Customer Service
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Happy
Birthday
to the best
GLBT publisher
in

Memphis!

— We Love Ya Patty

A

Simpie

History

Lesson

CERTAIN RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL LEADERS IN THE PAST HAVE USED RELIGIOUS TEACHING TO jusTiry
DiscriminaTI0ON AGAINST PEOPLE OF COLOR, WOMEN AND INTERRACIAL COUPLES

"[Slavery] was established by
decree of Almighty God... it
is sanctioned in the Bible,
in both Testaments, from
Genesis to Revelation...it has
existed in all ages, has been
found among the people of
the highest civilization, and
in nations of the highest
proficiency in the arts."

"Who demand the ballot for woman? They are not the
lovers of God, nor are they are believers in Christ, as a
class. There may be exceptions, but the majority prefer
an infidel‘s cheer to the favor of God and the love of the
Christian community."

Jesseason Davis,
President of the Confederate States ofAmerica

Justin Furron,
19th century polemicist in opposition to women‘s right to vote

"Almighty God created the
races white, black, yellow,
malay and red, and he placed
them on separate continents.
And but for the interference
with his arrangement there
would be no cause for such
marriages."
—— Statement by Virginia trialjudge
in 1959 case that led to 1967 U.S. Supreme
Court striking down laws
in 16 states that prohibited
interracial marriage.

We now know THis KIND OF DISCRIMINATION IS WRONG

Yet today there are certain religious and political leaders who still
use religious teachings to justify discrimination.
"If the world accepts homosexuality
as its norm and if it moves the entire
world in that regard, the whole
oing to be sitting like
Sodom and Gomorrah before a
Evangelist Pat Robertson

A

SIMPLE

TRUTH

Using rELiGIOUS TEACHINGS TO DENY EQUAL RIGHTS TO ANYONE,
INCLUDING GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER PEOPLE,
IS CLEARLY WRONG
RELIGION—BASED BIGOTRY. LET‘S END IT NOW AND FOREVER

WWW.FAITHINAMERICA.com

—

1—888—913—2484

saci<sirReenr

ME&EMA~IS

THURSDAY
till 6 am

* 75¢ longnecks every Sunday till midnight—Nn0 COVER
& WEDNESDAY night KARAOKE — NO COVER
doors open at 8 pm — $1.75 longnecks till midnight
* FRIDAY NIGHT BUD LIGHT BEER BUST till midnight
for only $5.00 — NO COUER before 11 pm
$5.00 after 11 pm includes beer bust

2018 Court Street,

Memphis, TN

«

901.276.5522

www.backstreetmemphis.com
8
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Dare leads tobirth

rehearsal at the now closed Watch Your Coat and Hat clubin
Nashville. Thus began the alternate personality and career for
one female impersonator, now known as Sofonda Peters.
"I did it on a dare," Peters told Family & Friends magazine,
referring to her original stage name. "I showed up at rehearsal
and | was picked to be in the show."
Originally from Columbia Tenn., Peters and her friends
often made the 45—minute drive to Nashville to enjoy the gay
bars and clubs.
f
—
However, within months of her first stage appearance, Peters
made a major move, both physically and emotionally. In 1972,
she moved to Jacksonville, Fla.
"The smartest thing | did was get to Florida," Peters said.
"That was when I was about 22. That was my first time to see the
ocean and to get away from my parents. My family wasn‘t sup—
portive (of me).
"When I got to the house in Florida, I sat on the front porch*
Peters continued. "I‘d never been away from home; I had a good
cry. Then I set out to find two important things, the grocery store
and the gay bar."
And soon Peters had landeda job in a neighbor‘s florist shop
to support herself. In Jacksonville, she continued to perform as
Michaels on stage, first at Commander Bo‘s Reef and then later
she moved to another Jacksonville bar, a lesbian bar called The
Lil Dude. It was there that Michaels changed her name to
SofondaPeters, prompted bya late mght talk with frrends and
their suggestions. ___
It was not until 1980that Peters arrivedin Memphis.
"I‘d never had been to Memphis," Peters said. "I got a good
job offer and moved to Memphis in 1980."
E
However after movrng to Memphis Peters would contlnue

her connection with Jacksonville by contmumg to perform at the
Lil Dude at its New Year Eve shows. As far as Memphis, she
backed off stage work for a while, fearing she would lose her new
job ifthey found out she was gay and a female impersonator.
— But her absence fromthe stage wasn‘t a long one. One night
she decided to give it a try again, performing at J—Wag‘s. _
"I grabbed a lace tablecloth off the table to make my dress,"
Peters said. "It was J—Wag‘s Halloween talent show and I won."
She said she enjoyed working with Trixie Thunderpussy and
Leslie Cartier, among others.
She later went on to work at GDI on the River, Reflections, as
well as J—Wags. She also was employed as a performer at
Amnesia before it closed.
Peters, who is 60, claims to be the "oldest drag queen work—
ing full—time." Although she considered herself retired after
Amnesia closed, her friends and fans continued to let it be
known they still wanted to see her perform.
le
"Fi—Fi (co—owner of Crossroads) kept after me," Peters said.
"I‘d say, ‘I‘m getting old and | want to stay home.‘ But I‘d still did
guest (benefit) performances." —
Well, it was Darren Sanford who got her to come out of retire—
ment. She now is on the permanentshow cast at Sanford‘s club,
Sessions, located at 1278 Jefferson at Claybrook, performing
every Friday and Saturday night at midnight.
"I like performing," Peters said, expressing her joy of female
impersonation. "I can be myself. It is not like before. Beforeper—
formers wore elaborate ball gowns Now, we can perform In
street clothes." —
Peters is known for her Southern Gospel and. her country

music selections.
.
*I was raised Church of Chnst Peters sand explamrng her
— See Sofonda Peters, page 10
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Drag Queen Barri Michaels showed up one night in 1972, at
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Jennifer Coffey, a certified masters level social worker, is
offering individuals and couples in the Memphis and Mid—South
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender community free counsel—
ing services through Family Services of the MidSouth (FSMS),
located at 2430 Poplar Avenue. She is the FSMS‘s domestic vio—
lence program coordinator.
Coffey earned an undergraduate degree from The University
of Memphis in social work and a masters in social work from The
University of Tennessee.
According to Coffey, domestic violence is underreported in
the general (heterosexual) population and even more so in the
gay and lesbian population.
"Part of my job is to do community education," Coffey told
Family & Friends magazine in a telephone interview. "And I know
that the gay and lesbian population is underserved. This is one
population that I want to reach out to about domestic violence.
"I am initially trying to get some awareness and see what my
response is and, if I get enough response, I‘d like to start some
groups," Coffey said. "Also, I am now offering individual coun—
seling. All of my services are free of charge. My position is fund—
ed by the Victims of Crimes Act."
Coffey went on to explain just what domestic violence entails.
"There are lots of different types of abuse," Coffey said.
"Sometimes it is difficult to recognize. There is physical abuse
(slapping, restraining, use of weapons, throwing things at you,
anything that causes any type of bodily injury) and emotional
abuse (your partner constantly criticizes, is jealous, manipula—
tive, blames you for things that are not your fault). Another form
of abuse is isolation (a partner prevents you from seeing your
friends or family or threatens to harm you if you leave). Also,
domestic violence includes threats by a partner to harm your
family, friends, pets; threats to damage property; blackmail;
exposing information that could be harmful; financial control;
refusing to pay their fair share, and property destruction."
Many of these descriptors Coffey listed could be found in any
relationship. So, when is the domestic violence line crossed?
"It is case by case," Coffey responded. "Anytime there is
physical abuse and you have to go to a hospital for treatment, it
is time to seek help, but hopefully before then."
"Because secrecy and shame are involved in domestic
abuse, people often are reluctant to reach out for help," Coffey
said, explaining why this situation is hard to treat.
Coffey offers help to individuals seeking to deal with an abu—
sive relationship. First, she points out who is and who isn‘t
responsible for the abusive behavior.

NEEIDD

?

Call (901) B2S CASH
and provide a tip or. a
crime or a possible crime.
Just tell what you know or
stispect and get a secret
ID number. Use it later to
call back and find ott. 1F
the police made an arrest
ana how to get your cash |
4245 tas @1. 0516
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"If you are a victim, the main thing is you are not responsible
for the other‘s violence," Coffey said. "You have the right to be
safe and you are not alone."
She said she could offer some advice over the phone without
knowing the caller‘s name.
"I can talk to them over the phone, it would be confidential,
and I1 wouldn‘t have to even know their name," Coffey said.
"However, if they came in person, some personal information
would be required, but that information is still confidential. Again,
all services are free and confidential.
"In counseling, I‘d encourage the individual to make a secret
safety plan," she continued, explaining some of the steps she
would offer her clients, "including where you can put important
documents and money; find a safe place to go; help establish
contact with any friends and families; help get a restraining
order, including accompanying them to court, and provide sup—
port. I would do whatever I can to help. Most important is the
needs of the client. Often there are other issues involved, includ—
ing substance abuse, family of origin issues and many other
areas. I would refer them to (another counselor) who could best
serve their needs, as needed. (The goal is to) meet the client
where they are."
In Memphis, heterosexual women in abusive relationships
have the resource of shelters to go to. What about those in
homosexual relationships?
"Sexual orientation is not an issue at the women‘s shelters,"
Coffey said.
However, shelters are not an option for men in abusive rela—
tionships, gay or straight.
"Resources for shelters in Memphis are limited, but especial—
ly for men," Coffey said. "There is no shelter for men who are vic—
tims of domestic violence."
"There is hope out there," Coffey said in closing. "(You) are
not alone. Support is available and it is confidential and free."
For more information, call Coffey at (901) 271—5476 or email
her at jcoffey @ family—services.net.

Sofonda Peters
«

from page 9

enjoyment of Southern Gospel. "In the Church:—of Christ, there
were no organs or pianos, and the people sang in harmony."
Peters said her favorite gospel song is "Looking For‘A City" and
favorite gospel singers are the Happy Goodman Family and
Dottie Rambo.
#
£
"I love my ‘tountry women, to6" Péters added, saying
‘Redneck Woman,‘ ‘Rocky Top‘ and ‘Stand By Your Man‘ are her
favorite country songs to perform. She cites Loretta Lynn ‘and
Tammy Wynette as her favorite country singers.
"I love to watch old movies," Peters said, explaining what she
likesyto do when not performing. "I am a big Susan Hayworth
fan." Shealso. likes to fish, but doesn‘t do as much as she would
like to.
««
Peters said she has not been in a relationship since moving
to Memphis. "I don‘t want any more Davids or Waynes ." That‘s
another story.
"I‘ve seen so many come and go in this business," Peters said
in closing. "As far as AIDS, I was lucky, I never caught it. I lost so
many friends to AIDS. People should not think about sex without
a condom in their pocket. Life is too short to throw it away."

Sith sol

Free domestic abuse counseling is being offered
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Delugions
by Wayne Besen
The Big Easy proved to be quite difficult
for the so—called "ex—gay" industry earlier
this month. At the American Psychological Associations (APA)
annual convention in New Orleans, anti—gay forces choreo—
graphed an expensive protest designed to pressure the APA into
endorsing "ex—gay" therapy. However, instead of succor, "con—
version therapy" leaders got sucker punched with the APA force—
fully reiterating that being gay is not a mental illness and efforts
to "treat" homosexuality can be dangerous.
"The APA‘s concern about the positions espoused by the
National Association of Research and Therapy of Homosexuality
(NARTH) and so—called conversion therapy is that they are not
supported by science," the APA statement read. " There is sim—
ply no sufficiently scientifically sound evidence that sexual ori—
entation can be changed. Our further concern is that the posi—
tions espoused by NARTH and Focus on the Family create an
environment in which prejudice and discrimination can flourish."
This statement was unambiguous and all but said that the
"ex—gay" hoax was the biggest lie to hit New Orleans since
President Bush swooped in following Hurricane Katrina promis—
ing to rebuild the city. In addition to the punishing policy state—
ment, Focus on the Family reported in its online magazine,
CitizenLink, that the "ex—gay" contingent was denied a booth
inside the convention hall and was refused ad space in The
Monitor, an APA publication.
Trying to save face in light of this professional disgrace, "ex—
gay" groups are now desperately trying to spin their New
Orleans boondoggle as if it were actually a boon for their cause.
Their historical revisionism starts with their failed petition asking
the APA to endorse conversion therapy. NARTH gathered a pal—
try 75 signatures out of an APA membership of 155,000, with an
embarrassing number of the signatories actually belonging to
NARTH. This floundering flop had the side benefit of placing
NARTH‘s claim of 1,000 members under deep suspicion, con—

—— MASSAGE —
a

T: f
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED
THERAPIST
SWEDISH/DEEP
TISSUE — MASSAGE
HOTSTONEMASSAGE
(03 (901) 761—7977;;,,Ca
pree BY APPOINTMENT: "Sres
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sidering they were unable to round up even one—tenth of their
membership
to signin thetheirtypical
ballyhooed
document. and comically
Nonetheless,
serial—exaggerating
hyperbolic
style
that defines
the "ex—gay"
myth, Alan
Chambers,
the
leader
of
Exodus
International,
celebrated
this
petition
dis—
aster
and
claimed
that
the
vast
majority
of
APA
members
were
supportive
of found
conversion
therapy.
"What
we
at
the
protest,
is thatbuses80 percent
of attendees
=convention
people thatcenter
were coming
off
of
the
and
walking
intosaid,"
the
—
were
supportive
of
what
we
Chambers
toldrocket
CitizenLink.
I‘m
not
a
scientist,
butbusload
80 percent
of 155,000
doesmay
not
equal
75.
I
t
seems
the
only
of
people
Chambers
have talked
to lobbyists.
was the one he rolled in on, filled with profes—
sional
"ex—gay"
Theremark
real joke,
however,
isPresident
the cynicalGerald
spinningP. Koocher
of an off—the—
cuff
made
by
APA
at itsa
town—hall
meeting
only
one
day
after
the
APA
released
scathing
statement
blastingregarding
conversionpatient
therapy.
After a Koocher
NARTH
member
asked
a
question
autonomy,
stated,
"APAby hasunwanted
no conflict
with psychologists
who help those
distressed
homosexual
attraction."
Theby hailing
"ex—gay"it asindustry
took this quotepolicy
grotesquely
outisofacon—
text
a
groundbreaking
shift.
"This
his—
toric
step
for
client
autonomy
and
self—determination,"
quacked
NARTH
member
Dr.t is Dean
Byrd.
Well,
actually
i
neither
historic
nor isthatit new.
It simply
reaf—
firmed
the
APA‘s
long—standing
principle
patients
have
theas
right
to
seek
virtually
any
type
of
therapy
they
want,
so
long
the
therapist
explains
the APA‘s
current
position andsuchwarns
the
patient
of
the
potentially
harmful
consequences
therapy
mayHisproduce.
words
distorted
and a appropriated
for propaganda,
Koocher
was
forced
to
make
clarifying
statement
which
may
place
NARTH
members
at
risk
for
malpractice.
The
APA
President
stressedare thatin strict
it is "absolutely
sion
therapists
accordanceessential"
with APAthat conver—

gurdelmes
including "informed consent" and the obligation to carefully

explore how patients arrive at the choices they make."
The evidence suggests that NARTH practitioners may be fla—
grantly violating these rules by downplaying the harm done by
conversion therapy, while misstating the facts on homosexuality.
"I do not believe that any man can ever truly be at peace
in living out a homosexual orientation," NARTH‘s lé&der, Dr.
Joseph Nicolosi, has written. Last week, he told the
Australian Broadcasting Company that EThere is no such
thing as a homosexual."
t
*
These statements mock the APA‘s guidelines and fail to ade—
quately explore whether societal pressure is responsible for a
patient seeking to "change." These charlatans also appear to
wink at "informed consent" by glibly glossing over the very real
consequences of "conversion therapy" and inventing phony
repercuésions for coming out.
If anything, by forcing Koocher to clarify himself, NARTH
highlighted how its mind games have run amok of established
APA guidelines and why the group should be thoroughly investi—
gated. While "ex—gay" leaders pretend to be drunk on their sup—
posed success in New Orleans, one wonders what they were
drinking on Bourbon Street to reach conclusions so dramatically
at odds with reality.
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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an unpublished novel
by Jim Norcross
(chapter by chapter)
Life and Death Matters
"Hello Baby," said Frank as he entered
the hospital room of Chet Murdock. Feigning an upbeat mood,
he was taken back by the emaciated and sallow form in the bed.
Frank had not seen Chet for three weeks and was shocked at
his physical decline. Chet was attached to an oxygen tank with
a tube through his nose.
"Here, I brought you some magazines. The centerfold in
Playgirl is pretty hot this month." Frank made room for the mag—
azines on the table by pushing aside several pill bottles.
"Thanks, Frank."
"Youre looking great," Frank lied, trying to avert his eyes from
the gaunt figure lying in front of him.
"I do hope you didn‘t bring me any drag queen stuff like
Career Girl Fashions and Hairdos or Women Wear Daily. | was
hoping for some issues of Inches or Honcho or at least a full size
poster of Jeff Stryker." Chet squeezed Frank‘s hand lightly.
"Thanks for coming. At first, I had a lot of visitors but I guess they
have all gone back to the bars and their disco music. You and
Helen are my only visitors now. My parents don‘t come. When I
told them I was gay they came a couple of times but now they
have taken the Christian position — namely that I am a lost soul
— and I‘ve been here for three weeks."
Chet indicated that he wanted his head raised. Frank adjust—
ed the bed as Chet nodded his head towards a gaily wrapped
box. "Look what Helen brought me yesterday. You know how she
is into crafts. This is something that she made herself."
"I‘m almost scared to look," Frank said, taking the gaily
wrapped box off the chair and slipping the big pink and lavender
bow off. Frank held up a ruffled tulle and sequined creation with
a huge pink cabbage rose attached to the center.
"So what do you think?"
"What the hell is it?" Frank said, letting out a big roar of laugh—
er. "It‘s gawd awfull What is the damn thing? A hat?" He held it
up to his head.
"I had no idea either and had to ask Helen. I think I hurt her
feelings but she said it was a toilet seat cover for company. Hell,
if I put that out for my friends they would probably piss all over it."
Frank spread out the cover for full effect. "Helen, bless her heart,
means well. If anyone means well, it‘s Helen. I just wish she would
give up this thing for younger guys. I wish she would find someone
her own age to settle down with. She‘s not getting any younger."
"Well, you are a fine one to talk, Frank. You need to get out
and meet some one yourself and quit moping over Johnny who
is quite straight. When I get out of this bed I am going to take you
to Holy Trinity Church. You‘ll like it there. They have a covered
dish event the second Sunday of every month. You‘re a hell of a
cook and I know you can wow some stud with your culinary abil—
ity. I know you will like it there; there are a lot of wonderful peo—
ple, both straights and gays.
"They have a new associate pastor there. All the guys have
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their cap set for him. He was married and is a graduate of this
big Ivy League school. He has fought being gay; tried to pray it
away and even went under shock treatments. He spent big
bucks on trying to cure himself and was still queer when he
came out of the treatment. Now he is trying to accept his orien—
tation. Maybe you can help him Frank."
"Year, right. Maybe this drag queen can help him. Can you
see me as a preacher‘s wife?"
Claudia was at the door of the lodge when Mike came in from
the mail box, still holding the unopened letter from her sister
MaryNell.
"Well?" Claudia said, "Any offers on the lot across the lake?
Now sit down at the table and I‘ll bring out the sandwiches and
the lemonade. What you got in your hand?"
"It‘s a letter from my sister. You met her when you were out in
California, didn‘t you?"
"Yes, I really like her and her husband Eddie, and the two
girls. Everything all right? Sissy is what now? Ten? And little
Loretta is two years younger? How is everyone?"
"I don‘t know. I haven‘t read it yet. Thought we‘d read it together."
"Well, for goodness sakes, why not? Here give it to me. You
go and wash up." Claudia sat down and took the envelope and
ran a fingernail under the seal and pulled out two single sheets
of paper with a paper clipping. The sheets had pink teddy bears
dancing across the top of the pages. Claudia glanced at the first
page and muttered, "Oh, no," and placed the letter on the table.
"What‘s the matter? Are the girls all right?"
"MaryNell‘s husband has committed suicide."
"Eddie? Why? How?"
Claudia handed Mike the letter and the clipping.
Mike pushed back her sandwich. "Well, | think I told you
Eddie had a problem — a bad gambling habit. He‘s a decent hard
working, blue collar guy who accepted me and certainly taught
me a lot about engines. He adored MaryNell and his two daugh—
ters. He didn‘t drink or do drugs but he gambled. It was an illness
with him. He couldn‘t help himself. You met him, didn‘t you?"
"Yes, you were working for him when we first met."
;
"He was a great mechanic with a nice business." Mike gotup
and looked out the window and said, "Now what in the world will
MaryNell and the girls do?"
*+
Claudia picked up the letter again and was reading it. "It‘s ter—
rible. Apparently they had quarreled over something silly and
MaryNell left for a few days with the girls. He flippedout. He sold
his tools and everything else of value, cashed in theirinsurance
policies, mortgaged his garage and the trailer where they lived.
He just completely flipped out, I guess, and he couldn‘t stand
losing his famlly I guess he got in so far, that he thought he

would never get out. Now everything is gone
"MaryNell told me he had even gone to Gamblers
Anonymous and we thought he had beaten the problem.
Obviously we were wrong."
"I have to call MaryNell," Mike said.
"Mike, wait," Claudia said. "Let‘s talk about this. I know how
close you two are and I always admired that. I always wanted an
older sister. Let‘s=talk about a plan before you call her. Is
MaryNell still working as a halr stylist? Would she take money if
we offered it?"
"I know she was working part time when I talked to her last. I
don‘t think she does that well. How did Eddie do it? Read the
newspaper clipping."
&
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Claudia took out the newspaper clipping and read: "Local
business man commits suicide. Edwin J. Sanders, owner of
Sanders Garage, shot and killed himself last night at his place of
business. He was found sitting in his dune buggy inside his place
of business and was discovered by employees coming into
work. He had shot himself in the head with his own pistol. There
was no note found but employees said he had been despondent
over personal problems. No foul play was suspected." Claudia
handed the pages back to Mike.
"This is terrible and has to be awful for the girls. Little Sissy
and Loretta really loved their daddy. You could see that just
being around them. We have to help in some way, Claudia."
Mike was close to tears.
@
Just at that time the telephone rang. It was someone who
wanted to make reservations for 30 retired biology teachers who
wanted to come for a week of leaf gathering and bird watching.
Everything was forgotten in getting the group booked.
An hour later, they sat back down to the sandwiches which
had now grown cold. "Mike, you have to go out there to
California. What do you think about asking them to come here
and live. They could have Cabin number ten, which is off the
lake and is always the last one rented. I think the girls would love
it and it would be nice to have them out of the city. | think they
would really love it here. The cabin has two bedrooms and they
might be a little crowded but I think they could make do, at least
until we could work something else out."
"Oh, Claudia that‘s wonderful. I thought of that but hesitated
asking you. I was afraid that you would object. I love you. Thank
you." Mike reached across the table and kissed Claudia. "I‘ll go
and call MaryNell and make arrangements to fly out. Will you be
all right while I‘m gone?"
"Sure. Don‘t worry about me. I‘m not due for two more months
and I‘ll be all right. Gordon and David across the lake and the
two new girls, Lynne and Barb, are close. I can spend some time
getting to know them better. Mother is close, although 1 don‘t
think it would be a goodidea to let her know that you are going
to be gone. You‘ll be back before she finds out. I don‘t want to
worry her unless I have to."
"I agree. It‘ll only be for a few days. You know I didn‘t want to
come here but now with you and the baby coming and the lodge
doing well, I couldn‘t be happier. The girls are going to love it
here. I love you, Claudia. It‘s all going to work out and be great."
One night after Mike had been gone for a week Claudia
awoke feeling queasy. She got up and took a couple of aspirins
and went back to bed. Then, a little past midnight, she woke
again with severe abdominal pains. Reaching under the covers,
she felt and found she was bleeding. "Oh God, it‘s the baby. I‘m
losing the baby. I‘m having a miscarriage."
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6th annual Dick Dialogues set for
October in Natchez Trace Park
The fifth annual Dick Dialogues gay and bisexual men‘s
weekend is set for Friday to Sunday, Oct. 20 to 22, at Natchez
Trace State Park.
This is a weekend of dialogue, learning and fun, including
large and small group discussions, movies, games, outdoor
activities and even a pajama party and "kNOw talent show."
Cost of $170 per person includes meals, lodging and a week—
end of activities.
For more information go online to www.dickdialogues.org or
email info @dickdialogues.org.
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by Anita Bradford
Hello everyone, old school dyke here. The last column I
wrote, I kind of went around and got some feedback from
people. It was good feedback so I decided to write some
new observations.
I recently attended both the Gay Pride and the Black Pride
celebrations. For purposes of my observations, | will label
one White, one Black. One week apart. Go figure. It is 2006,
and our community has come a long way. We still have a long
way to go.
The White pride was in a park in Cooper/Young, with infor—
mational booths, give—aways and was well organized. I always
feel proud at the parade. All gay and stuff. I still get a kick out of
seeing queens march in high heel pumps!! (Go figure.) The
show was good, the weather cooperated. I really liked seeing all
of the children in attendance.
The Black pride started at the Ramada Inn in Whitehaven for
a meet and greet. That was all I was able to attend. My hat‘s off
to Anthony Hardaway (Ladybug) for keeping it going. What a
contrast. There was free flowing liquor, free condoms and a little
information. It was just a social occasion and by the time I left
two hours later, I felt very disturbed and depressed.
HELLO BLACK GAY AND LESBIAN PEOPLE!!! We are
dying. Drugs and unprotected sex are killing us. As a former pro—
gram director at an AIDS service organization here, I can tell you
the epidemic is not over. It is more hidden behind good meds.
Why don‘t we get it?! BLACK Pride should focus on fun and edu—
cation. Black men and women are now contracting and dying
from AIDS more than any other group in the WORLD. We want
to party and be fabulous and all that is cool. Buy how fabulous
is AIDS?
The White community gets it. Numbers are lower and
more are practicing safe sex. | have a theory that in the
Black community we suffer from a collective sense of low
self—esteem. We have poverty, drug addiction, crime, poor
education, poor access to health care, single parent house—
holds, babies having babies, crooked politicians and a sys—
tem that seems to have written us off. We as a community
have so many strikes against us that it is exhausting to think
about what it will take for us to change and make things bet—
ter for ourselves.
1 am, however, an eternal optimist, activist and feminist. |
have to be. I live in this world and we share this planet togeth—
er. I am nothing without you and hopefully you without me. It
starts with self. Take time today to tell someone you love them.
Start with yourself. Look in the mirror and tell yourself that you
are worth living. I am better than drugs, unsafe sex, alcoholic
drinking, selling drugs and being a criminal. I am a worthwhile
person and a productive citizen. Educate yourself about your—
self. Pray for us if you believe and hope for us if you don‘t.
If we all just try to help just one person understand how to be
better, we did something. Old schools start trying to help the

young babies coming up. Find someone to mentor. Give some
money to a charity. Start a charity. WAKE UP. We are a fabulous
and beautiful people who have survived slavery, poverty, starva—
tion, displacement and all other forms of degradation. I know we
can make it. I have teenage girls and I must believe it will be bet—
ter for them and future generations. I will do my part.
Thank you White gay folks for showing us the way to do it.
You marched for gay rights, died at Stonewall and started Gay
Pride. You were at the forefront of the AIDS epidemic and start—
ed most of the organizations that help people with AIDS. The
sad truth is that now most of these organizations now serve
mostly minority people. The numbers are climbing and the bell
is tolling. Let it not be a death toll but an alarm for a serious call
to action.
I recently turned 49 on May 28 and started reflecting on life.
(Aging will do that.) I basically reflected on the perils of dating
at this age. It‘s hard out here for a dyke — especially an old
school one.
In the past, I just went to the club or asked a friend for an
introduction to a nice cute young lady. We met, danced, had sex,
declared love and started a relationship (?) and, if we were lucky,
lasted a few years. Oh how things have changed!!! So many
choices, so little time (energy).
Let‘s look at modern dating. You have the chat line, the
Internet, personal ads and the aforementioned, old—fashioned
ways club and introductions by friends. I am scared of the
Internet but I tried it anyway. I found from the two I met that they
had something to hide. One had a 500—pound sister as a room—
mate who glared at me like you ain‘t welcome here. I was scared
of her. The other one I met described herself as "full—figured."
They need to just erase that word from the English language.
What does it mean? This girl was every bit of 350. That is fat. I
am a big girl myself. I will never ever use the word full—figured
again. This girl was so big she would not even get up from the
table at the restaurant where we met. (Like the table was hiding
her or something.) She wouldn‘t even move her body when she
talked. Just her head.
Not lets talk about the chat line. Same deal. Most I met just
wanted to talk, talk, talk on the phone. There were a lot of bisex—
ual, bi—curious, married and cheater girls. They had their share
of "full—figured," too. They are the ones that like phone sex. I
guess they feel the fantasy is better than reality. I got stalked by
one of them. Be afraid. Be very afraid!!!
At the club I felt like a granddaddy. All of these cute young
things just dancing around and looking past me. The ones who
looked at me, I was suspicious of. I can‘t be no Sugar Daddy. I
am scared to have one night stands. I want to know your health
status, who you been with, where you work, your credit rating,
are you really single, are you really gay, OH MY GOD!!! 1 have
so many inhibitions.
Oh, I did find a nice girl. She is cute, employed and has her
own place to live and puts up with my pre—menopausal behind.
That‘s enough for me right now. From what I experienced out
there single, it‘s a lot. I am going to try to keep her. I like having
my own woman.
So, my fellow old schools and youngsters, if you have a good
woman, keep her. If you are looking, don‘t just settle for any—
thing. For God‘s sake, be careful. The dating game is a scary
game today. I am glad I survived.
‘
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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ful giver. We must never give grudgingly. The Bible states: "Give
and it will be given unto you, a good measure, pressed down,
shaken together and running over, will be poured into your lap."
In the Buddhist Mindfulness Training we are told to share our
time, energy and material resources with those who are in real need.
You might say, "I can barely make ends meet myself." Giving
is not always about material things or money. You can give the
gift of prayer, caring, affection, appreciation and time. To give is
to offer joy, love and happiness. When we give, the other person
becomes blessed but in reality, we are the one truly blessed.
by Shelia Tankersley
One of the greatest gifts we can give is our presence. I heard
many times from the kids I worked with that the one thing they
Fall is upon us. There is activity wanted most of all was the presence of someone in their lives
everywhere. This is a time that family and friends get together to who cared about them or was interested in them. Mother Teresa
share fun, food and good times. It is a time when many enjoy said, "Give your highest most sacred self." Is there someone in
that much earned and needed vacation. During this time of more your life that you can give this gift of your presence? Is there a
than usual activity, let us be ever mindful that there are those child in your life that needs your presence? There was an effort
who are in need of our generosity, our time and out love. It also in Louisville to match children who did not have a responsible
is important that we each stay in a state of gratitude for the adult in their life to a positive role model. It was reported that
blessings we have received and which we will receive. there was a direct correlation between these children and the
Generosity + Gratitude = Grace is the focus of this month‘s step high rise of crime.
Give the gift of prayer, caring, affection, appreciation and
to spiritual empowerment.
time.
Is there an elderly person who would benefit from your
I ask that you read this article with an open heart and mind.
For the next few minutes, let go of judgments of yourself and the attention, caring or time? Remember, what we put out there is
article. Discernment (inner guidance) is called for. Take what what will be returned to us. This is a universal flow. What we
want in our life we must give to others. Your kind words can be
"feels" right and let what doesn‘t go.
I have been very blessed to have met many generous people a gift to someone, whether you know them or not. That kindness
in our community who have given of their money, their time and will be returned to you. (I love that movie, Pay It Forward.)
Giving is connected to receiving. This is where gratitude or
their prayers to those less fortunate. I would venture to say that
those people have been very blessed because they were not being thankful comes into our lives. Researchers at SMU in
attached to the outcome of their efforts. They gave because they Dallas have found that the virtues of gratitude include good
knew there was a need that their money, their time or their health and a person‘s sense of well being. The results of this
study found that gratitude exercises resulted in higher reported
prayers could meet.
There is a universal flow in the act of giving. The more you levels of energy and experiencing less stress. It is easy for most
people to be grateful for what they are given. The optimum is to
give, the more you receive. The teacher, Deepak Chopra said,
be
grateful (thankful) for just being.
"The Universe operates through dynamic exchange ... giving
One of the gratitude exercises is to keep a gratitude journal and
and receiving are different aspects of the flow of energy in the
universe. In our willingness to give that which we seek, we keep keep a record of what you are grateful for each day until you
become grateful for just being. For years, when I had a pity party, |
the abundance of the universe circulating in our lives."
We are told in the Christian tradition that God loves a cheer— would get out my journal and list all the things 1 have to be thankful
for. By the time I was through, I
IAIL&TI M A
would be at a higher place.
BRI MAARAIR ILIIL&& I
1 found a few powerful
"Office Supplies With | statements that I would like to
share with you. Don‘t‘just read
them, reflect upon them and
THINK LOCAL The Personal Touch!"
really lookat your life and what
Yuletide Office Plus —
you have to be thankful for.
a local, family—owned
"If you start focusing on
office supplies company
what you have and you gre
grateful for, you will then begin
serving the Memphis
to see more." — Oprah Winfrey
area since 1972 —
"If the only prayer you ever
The Miller Family:{f to r}
say in your life is thank you, it will
| Carolyn Powers, Justin Miller,
be enough." — Meister Eckhart
Joanne Avanzi, Paul Miller, Jr.,
"Let us rise up and be
|
Ernie Miller, Paul Miller, Sr.,
thankful for if we didn‘t learn a
Toni Juengling, Ben Miller
lot today, at least we learned a
and Chris Miller, president.
little, and if we didn‘t learn a lit—
tle, at least we didn‘t get sick
QH ice manass
and if we got sick, at least we
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* A big belated happy birthday to Ms.
Nancy and to Sharon Wray, both are
sexygenarion Teas. Also, celebrating a birthday is sexyge—
narian Jimmy "Juicy" Shankle and publisher extraordinaire
Patricia Pair, both Virgos. It is said that with age comes wis—
dom. It is also said that we grow too soon old, and too late
smart. There is no secret to growing old; you only have to
live longer.
* When Tommy Stewart turned over the keys to J—Wag‘s on
May 31, it marked the end of an era. Southern College of
Optometry has already bulldozed the building and extended its
parking lot and wrought iron and brick fence. Many a good time
was had in various places there ... the tearooms, the dressing
room, backstage, at the bar itself, and especially, the patio.
Folks used to really get off coming to J—Wags. People forgot
that the success of J—Wag‘s enabled Tommy to open
Reflections, Star Search Video and Autumn Street Pub (now
Metro Memphis).
I‘ve been told that Tommy now wants to cruise the Intercostal
Waterway in his boat and is conducting auditions for deckhands.
Supposedly they must look and dress like the J—Wag‘s poster
boy: be young and hung and wear only a cowboy hat and a jock—
strap. Good luck, Tommy, we‘ll miss you.
* Are you Hexakosiohexakantahexaphobic? If so, I hope
you stayed in bed on June 6 because it was the sixth day of
the sixth month of the year 2006. Some people fear the num—
ber 6—6—6, as it is the number of the beast (antichrist) in
Revelation 13:18.
Besides being the 62nd anniversary of D—Day, on June 6, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention announced that it
was the 25th anniversary of the first AIDS case in the U.S. iden—
tified by doctors.
* The National Security Agency (NSA) is spying on millions
of Americans. On a Bell South bill, I noticed charges for 62 min—
utes attributed to a strange, sequentially—numbered account
code 5678, of which I had no knowledge. The customer service
representative 1 called couldn‘t explain the charges, but gave
me the local prefixes I had called and told me I would have to
get a court order to obtain the entire number. His supervisor
claimed the charges should not have shown up on my bill. How
much freedom of speech do we have if our phone calls are
being monitored? Does anyone really believe the White House
liars when they say our conversations are not being listened to
or recorded?
* Bush is against abortion, unwed pregnancy and inflation.
So why does the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) pro—
mote all three? By not approving the over—the—counter sale of
Plan B, the morning after pill for women, despite an advisory
panel‘s 23 to 4 vote to do so, the FDA is encouraging more
abortions and teen pregnancies. By requesting that restau—
rants reduce the portions of food served, but charge the same

price, the agency is promoting inflation. If you are paying the
same, but getting less, it‘s inflation. Of course, this is not
reflected in the consumer price index, the main economic indi—
cator of inflation. If you are paying more, but getting the same
quantity, gasoline for instance, it‘s also inflation, but this type
is calculated in the index.
* The White House military cabal of topgun Bush, shotgun
Cheney, scattergun Rice and machinegun Rumsfield succeeded
in getting another $66 billion of taxpayer money to fight the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan, which have already taken the lives of
more than 2,500 American soldiers. Bush must have been cha—
grined to learn after he returned from his five—hour on—the—ground
visit to Iraq that the Sunni vice president, and the Kurd president
want a timetable for the withdrawal of U.S. troops. Even the
Shi‘ite prime minister wants his security forces to replace
American Gis.
* Why did the U.S. decline to join the U.N. Human Rights
Council? Could it be that Bush doesn‘t want other countries
investigating our human rights violations at Guantanamo Bay
and at secret prisons elsewhere?
* On June 7, Senate Joint Resolution 1, the Marriage
Protection Act, which would have banned same—sex
marriage, was defeated in a cloture vote 49 to 48, thus
effectively tabling the matter for this year. Seven
Republicans joined virtually all the Democrats to defeat
the proposal.
* HIV/AIDS doesn‘t discriminate. It is an equal opportunity
infector. Gays and straights of all religions, ethnicity and color
are infected. Help stop this preventable disease. Insist that your
partner use a condom. You, too!

Legal problems? Then call
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Greg

at MGLCC‘s
Louganis to be featured

October 1 to 8
Ath annual Gaymes slated

cain

Olympic Medalist and gay activist Greg Louganis will be the
featured guest at the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center‘s 4th Annual Memphis Gaymes Oct. 1 to 8.
According to his website at www.greglouganis.com, Louganis
began competing in diving at age 10. By 16, he had won his first
Olympic medal, a silver medal on the platform at the 1976
Montreal Olympics. At 24, he became the first man in 56 years
to win two gold medals in diving by winning both the platform
and springboard events. In 1988,.competing against divers half
his age, he became the first to win double gold medals for div—
ing in two consecutive Olympics.
Louganis also is a six—time world champion and has held 47
national championship titles. At the Pan Am Games, he earned
six gold medals and in 1985, he was awarded the Sullivan Award
as the nation‘s most outstanding amateur athlete.
At the 1988 Olympic Games he was awarded the Maxwell
House/United States Olympic Committee Spirit Award as the
Olympic athlete who had best exhibited the ideals of the Olympic
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_The MemphisGay & Lesbian. Community Center‘s _
(MGLCC) 4th Annual Memphis Gaymes are setfor Oct. 1—8. _
Per the MGLCC websrte the line up for the week’
=
activitiesinclude:
Sunday, Oct. 1, 1 p.m. Parade ofAthletesy& Lighting 3
ot the Olympic Flame at MGLCC 892South ‘ooper Call —
—
Len at (901) 857—8523 for more:information. _
SundayOct. 1. 3 pm. — Bowling Competition at |
Winchester Bowl,.3703 South Mendenhalt Call Curtis at _
s
(901) 270—0067 for moreinformation. _
Monday, Oct. 2, 7 p.m. — Pool &Darts Competitions at —
R P Billiards, 525 South Highland. Call Michelle at (901)
830—1937 for more information
Tuesday, Oct. 3, 7 p.m. — Laster Tag & Putt—Putt
Competitions at Putt—Putt, 5484 Summer Ave. Call Angela
f
at (901) 237—2490 for more information.
— Wednesday, Oct. 4, 7 p.m. — Scrabble Competition at.
MGLCC, 892 South Cooper. Call Angela at (901) 237—2490
for more information.
Thursday, Oct. 5, Volleyball and Basketball Competition
~
Call Curtis at (901) 270—0067 for more information.
.
Bash
Blues
—
8
and
7
Oct.
Saturday and Sunday,
Softball Tournament at Kennedy Fields. Call Chris at (901)
484—7656 for more information
§
Saturday, Oct. 7, 8 p.m. — An Evening Reception
with Greg Louganis. Call Len at (901) 857—8523 for
more information.
Sunday, Oct. 8. — Running Competition With The
Memphis Runners; 10 mile run. Call James at (901) 458— _
>
8522 for more information. .
Closmg Ceremonies Wlth pres- ~
Sunday, Oct. 8, 6 p.m. —
entation of gold, silver and bronze medalsby. Greg .
Louganis at Playhouse on the: Square, 51 South Cooper

CallLen at(901) 857—8523for moreinformation
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spirit, demonstrated extraordinary courage and contributed Slgnificantly to the sport.
Louganis has written two books. The first, his autobiography
published in 1995, Breaking the Surface, spent five weeks at No.
1 on the New York Times Best—Seller List. In Breaking the
Surface Louganis discusses his adoption at nine months, diving
lessons at > age, nine and his first Olympic medal in 1976.
Louganis also tells .of the struggles he had with late—detected
dyslexia, prejudice toward hisdark skin coloring (his birth father
was Samoan) and anguish over his sexual orientation, which he
felt compelled to hide during those years.
His second book, For the Life of Your Dog: A Complete Guide
to Having a Dog in Your Life, from Adoption and Birth Through
Sickness and Health, is co—written with Betsy Sikora Siino and is
See Louganis, page 25
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"Same—sexuality, once marginalized, is
now part of the mainstream. And it‘s this
(mainstreaming) that the radical right
longs to reverse — hoping against hope that a federal gay—mar—
riage ban will be a "They Shall Not Pass,‘ leading to a complete
socio—sexual 180. The trouble for them is not only that a gay—
marriage ban would be shutting the barn door long after the
horse has fled — but that the horse in fact has won the Kentucky
Derby. When lan McKellen can blithely bring a boy toy with him
to the Oscars, Rosie O‘Donnell be afforded a place of honor on
‘The View‘ and Anne Heche lose cred for re—embracing hetero—
sexuality, it‘s pretty clear that, in the immortal words of Judy
Garland, ‘I don‘t think we‘re in Kansas anymore.""
s
— David Ehrenstein writing in the Los Angels Times, Aug. 8.

"A lot of (gay) acceptance has been
won, but we are on a precipice with
the incredible division in people with
this (Bush) administration. It has i
been so profound, using the same— }
sex marriage issue as a divisive
issue and making this seem like
such a threat to the tradition of mar—
riage, whatever that may be. | .*
feel if we don‘t change this
administration and turn some of this around,
where could it possibly end? I don‘t
trust it at all and feel it is perilous."
$
— Openly gay actress Lily l

Tomlin to the gay newspaper |
Sydney Star Observer, Aug. 17.
E
"I went out with a guy for about two and a half weeks before he said
to me, ‘I‘m a female—to—male transsexual.‘ And I remember our first din—
ner, I had said to him, ‘So, tell me about yourself.‘ Now in what part of
‘tell me about yourself do you not think, ‘I should probably tell him I
don‘t have a penis?" Now had I been a woman — like a bisexual
woman — that would have been, ‘Oh my God, I‘ve struck the jackpot!"
— Gay comic Ant to Instinct magazine, July issue.
"()t might be good for gays to start seeing their depiction as
mindless cruisers and promiscuity poodles the way black people
look upon minstrel comedy featuring blackface and banjos. Time
for progress, fellas."
— San Diego Union—Tribune film critic David Elliot
reviewing Another Gay Movie, Aug. 10.

"Jamaica is not against gay people. Gay means consented sex.
What we have in Jamaica is not what it is in England where two
men live together. That‘s not it in Jamaica and these people (gay
activists who protest my music) fail to understand that. In Jamaica,
gay is rape. It‘s a big man with their money going into the ghetto
and picking these little youth who ain‘t got nothing. And then give
them money and then involving them. There were 550 youths who
got raped inna Jamaica you know? And nobody seems to speak of
that. Nobody sees the youth get raped, and throat cut because the
man who raped him, he knows him, and he doesn‘t want him to go
back and say he did it. And these things still happening."
— Famous Jamaican dancehall raggae singer Beenie
Man (Moses Davis) to London‘s The Independent, Aug. 11.
The lyrics targeted by gay activists include, "Well I‘m think
of a new Jamaica, me come to execute all of the gays."
"I learned really early that if 1 could
make the bullies laugh I could keep
them at bay. So during dodgeball I‘d
scream, ‘Spare the queer,‘ and I was
the one tap—dancing and making
everyone laugh. (My ultimate non—
sexual fantasy is) | go back to
Chattanooga and I get to tell
~ all those boys who tortured

l me during dodgeball to kiss
\ my very gay, very rich ass!"
Actor
Leslie
\ Jordan (who played
Beverly Leslie on "Will
& Grace") to Instinct
| magazine, July issue.
j
a

"Tennis is eating too much of my personal life. That‘s not what
I had in mind when I came back. So no more. I just wanna be
home with my honey."
— Martina Navratilova to syndicated Canadian gay
columnist Richard Burnett, July 27.
"I have this big pink cross to bear. I
absolutely loved playing Will. There was @
nothing hard aboutit. It was wonderful. But
the only downside is the aftermath. I meet
all these film executives who tell me how .
much they loved "Will & Grace" and say
they never missed an episode.
Then they say, ‘So, what
§
can we do for you?‘ What
they could do for me is
hire me to play someone
else. ... I just need to
find that one film that
will change people‘s
minds about me."

Quotes compiled by Rex Wockner, who has reported news for the gaypress
since 1985. His work has appeared in more than 200 gay publications. He has
a B.A. in journalism from Drake University, started his career as a radio reporter
and has written extensively for the mainstream media, as well.
SeptemBen 2006
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BGALA is now
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The Stonewall

TIGERS
The University of Memphis
On—Campus groupfor gay, lesbian, bisexual,
‘— transgender, queer and straight supporters
Email:
#
stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
Online Calendar: calendar.yahoo.com/stonewalitigers
Website: www.people.memphis.edu/~bgaia
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The House of Mews

, and Group Therapy

944 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272—3777
Houseofmew@aol.com
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Office (901) 278—4380
Residence (901) 454—1931
54 S. Cooper « Memphis, TN 38104
e—mail: Stevenc1@aol.com
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An Open and Affirming Church
: welcoming all the children of God
into a community offaith and Spirit!
"I

We‘re in the‘
neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship at 10:30 on Sunday mornings
www.firstcongo.com
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‘Chest Fest 2006‘ fundraiser

body
with his true gender identity.
"I‘ve been on hormones for four and a half years now,"
Bradley told Family & Friends magazine. "I first made the deci—
sion for ‘gender confirmation,‘ about five or six years ago. First,
I changed my name and my friends started changing the pro—
noun they used to refer to me (from her to him)."
One thing Family & Friends has noticed through the years is
the varying relationships female—to—male (FTM) transsexuals
have with the straight world and with the lesbian world. Bradley
finds the lesbian world to be more friendly to him, unlike some
other FTMs we have known.
"A lot of trans float away into the straight world," Bradley said.
"It is just easy to blend back into mainstream society. The les—
bian culture can be very supportive, but can be harmful if not
supportive. Some may ask, ‘Why is this guy hanging out with all
these lesbians?‘ All my friends are queer and | have a great sup—
port network. I definitely identified as a dyke for a long time. 1
came out at 19 and didn‘t get onto hormones till | was 24. | was
a kinda man—hating—feminist for years. Now I‘m a feminist on
testosterone. I identify as sexually queer, gender queer. | prefer
to stay close to the gay and lesbian community because that is
where I am most comfortable."
Testosterone, or "T", is, without a doubt, an extremely strong
hormone. Often, it is only weeks after the first of a life time of
Love & Light
from page 18
didn‘t die; so, let us all be thankful." — A Buddhist saying
"At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark
from another person. Each of us has cause to think with deep
gratitude of those who have lighted the flame within us." —
Albert Schweitzer
Who has rekindled your light? Have you thanked them? The
greatest craving of human nature is to be appreciated. Don‘t put
off the word or action of gratitude. Speak those words or do
something for someone as an act of gratitude. We put too many
things off or procrastinate and then it is too late.
When you have the flow of generosity and gratitude in your life,
you find yourself in a state of grace. What is grace? Grace has dif—
ferent meanings according to the belief system of the individual.
Grace, to me, is the overflow of deep affection, love and kindness
of my creator. It is that feeling of knowing how loved and cared for
I am. It is knowing that I am connected to my creator and free from
the effects of anything or anyone outside of myself. When you
come from this place, your energy field cannot become contami—
nated by the opinions, thoughts or demands of others.
Take a moment, find a quiet place, open your heart and your
mind to read the following writing. If you are not practicing gen—
erosity and gratitude, make an effort. Keep the universal flow
open so that you can live the life of peace and prosperity that

llﬂlll tor local “M

injections before the
effects of "T"" are
manifested, including
"passing" or being
identified by those
you do not know as
male.
Gender confirma—
tion is by no means
an easy or painless
path.
"For
everything
you gain, there is
eeettaco Cet
something you sacri—
Rohbi Yow at the event.
fice," Bradley said,
explaining the intense
changes that gender confirmation requires. "I think it is one of
the hardest things I have done. I had done all the research."
However, the research didn‘t cover everything.
"I didn‘t realize I had a ‘dyke privilege‘ that I would loose,"
Bradley continued. "To be clearly seen as an outsider was hard.
I spent my whole adult life as a dyke. I didn‘t know that could be
taken away. People were not recognizing me and not wanting to
have anything to do with me. I (now) pass as a man. I was a kind
of cute girl, we had a common ground, and it went away. I DID—
NT know I could loose that.
"It is worth the physical pain," Bradley continued. "The deci—
sion to get on ‘T‘ was the healthiest I have done my whole life.
My self esteem and emotional well—being have been great. My
support system before and after ‘T‘ has made it a lot better."
So how does Bradley describe himself? ,
"I am a carpenter, a self—proclaimed health nut, a sober alco—
holic," he said. "I read a lot and I hate TV."
you were created to live. I send you love and light.
The Final Analysis
By Mother Teresa of Calcutta
People are often unreasonable, illogical and self—centered;
Forgive them anyway.
If you are kind, people may accuse you of selfish, ulterior motives;
Be kind anyway.
If you are successful, you will win some false friends and
some true enemies;
Succeed anyway.
If you are honest and frank, people may cheat you;
Be honest and frank anyway.
What you spend years building, someone may destroy overnight;
Build anyway.
If you find serenity and happiness, they may be jealous;
Be happy anyway.
The good you do today, people will often forget tomorrow;
Do good anyway.
Give the world the best you have, and it may never be enough;
Give the world the best you have anyway.
You see, in the final analysis, it is all between you and God;
It was never between you and them anyway.
Shelia Tankersley, founder and executive director of the for—
mer Loving Arms, an HIV/AIDS social agency, is a spiritual con—
sultant and workshop facilitator. She is available for personal
meditation classes or group classes. She can be contacted at
Shay46@bellsouth.net or (901) 481—6886.
SeptemBer 2006
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Ricci Hellman takes Helm at Friends For Life
by Anita Moyt, managing editor
Hellman noted that other (non—federal)
On July 17, Dr. Ricci Hellman took the
grants are used by FFL, as well.
office as the new executive director of Friends
"It would be up to the board and myself to
For Life (FFL); located at 43 North Cleveland.
secure local and regional funding for other
She is taking the helm of the Memphis and
populations," she added. "This could provide
Mid—South‘s largest HIV/AIDS service agency
an opportunity for FFL to partner with local pro—
from Kim Moss, who held the executive direc—
grams, such as through the health department,
tor position since 2000.
and with the MED, to leverage grant support so
According to Hellman‘s extensive resume,
that we are all receiving funding and serving
she graduated Rhodes College Cum Laude in
individuals who need those medical and edu—
1988, with a B.A. in sociology and anthropolo—
cational resources."
gy; received a M.S. in counseling and student
She went on to explain the partnering idea.
personnel services in 1989, from The
"An example is that presently, HIV new
University of Memphis and a Ed.D. in coun—
infections are highest among African—American
HIT"
seling and student personnel services in
females. If this is the population we are seeing
1994, also from The University of Memphis.
the rise in, (we need to determine) what is out
She has been licensed by the State of Tennessee as a there in the federal funding to provide education and treatment
Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) since 1993.
resources for that population. Therefore (this allows) freeing up
Hellman left her job as deputy director of the Memphis Shelby other resources for other populations."
Crime Commission (MSCC), to take this new leadership posi—
She went on to explain that individual contributions to FFL
tion. However, for one year, she held the position of acting CEO can be earmarked for whatever program the donor wished to
at the MSCC.
contribute to.
"It was a one year acting job while the CEO (Michael
"A specific fundraiser could have the money restricted for a
Heidingsfield) was in Iraq to train the Iraqi police force," Hellman specific purpose," Hellman explained. "Anyone can restrict the
told Family & Friends magazine in a telephone interview. When he funds to what they want it for."
returned from Iraq, Hellman resumed her ‘duties as deputy director.
Hellman discussed her top three goals as the executive direc—
"(Taking the FFL position) is a natural step in the progression tor of FFL.
of my career." Hellman said.
"Our number one goal is to make sure our financial stability is
Hellman‘s experience includes extensive work in the areas of sustainable," Hellman said. "Number two, already in progress, is
domestic violence, sexual assault and trauma, and empower an audit of our services and programs so we understand what
ment for women. She is a counselor, college professor, workshop we are providing and ask our consumers what they want. Do our
leader, trainer, public speaker and researcher in these areas.
services match the community need? And number three, I‘ll work
As far as HIV/AIDS, Hellman‘s resume lists several lectures, with the board of directors on a long term (five to eight year)
one research report and training experience, all in the area of strategic plan that will direct the growth programically and finan—
AIDS eduction in the area of higher education. She has also cially for FFL."
dealt with HIV/AIDS in her role as a counselor.
Hellman is very familiar with FFL, having been a donor to the
"My experience extends my role as a LPC in the state of agency through various fundraisers FFL has benefited from dur—
Tennessee, as a counselor," Hellman said. "In my work as a ther— ing the past several years,
apist, | have worked with individuals who are HIV positive
been supportive (of FFL) through A Place At The Table
regarding life issues, relationships and managing this chronic ill— and High Hats and High Heels," she said. "I have friends who
ness. I‘ve also worked as a health educator in educating college have donated to the agency and friends who have been con—
students about HIV transmission."
sumers of FFL‘s services."
os
"I bring a strong sense of compassion and understanding that HIV
Hellman has been in a same—sex relationship for 10 years.
is a chronic illness," she added, "but we can educate an individual Having been a Midtowner for more than 15 years, Hellman and
how ta live the best life possible and reduce the opportunity to infect." her partner recently moved to Bartlett, Tenn.
In her position as acting director of the MSCC, she honed her
"I am who I am and I am not shy :about my relationship but I
financial management skills.
don‘t think it defines me either," Hellman said. " What IS most
"I also bring some strong financial skills and grant writing important is that I put the needs of FFL first."
and grant acquisition skills as acting CEO of the MSCC," she —
Hellman‘s other credits include, being honored as one of
said. "Any time you are dealing with federal funding, regardless Memphis Women‘s Magazine‘s 2006 Fifty Women Who Make a
of the issue it is for, whether health care or prevention issues,
Difference in Memphis; serves as the chair of the board of direc—
the agency must stay current with the outcome that the feder— tors of the Shelby County Domestic Violence Council; is a board
al government is seeking." In other words, the agency is member of Southeast Memphis Community Development
responsible for spending the money only for the specifics dic— Corporation, and serves on the advisory board for the LeMoyne
tated by the federal grant and to provide documentation to sub— Owen Community ‘Development Corporation.
stantiate that spending.
In closing, Hellman made the following comment: "FFL appre—
"Federal funding may stipulate who we can and cannot ciates the support of all the readers of Family & Friends maga—
serve," Hellman continued. "However, the key is solid book— zine. I appreciate you and your staff reaching out to me to pro—
keeping. It is strictly a bookkeeping and auditing issue. Once vide this support for FFL and I look forward to working with all of
audited we (can) prove where the money was spent. ... The facts you for the continued success of FFL."
will speak for themselves."
For more information, go online to www.friendsforlifecorp.org.

Attendance at Gay Games exceeds 140,000
Chicago organizers of the 2006 Gay Games have released
preliminary attendance estimates for the 2006 Gay Games VII
Sports & Cultural Festival, held July 15—22.
"Attendance at Gay Games Chicago events exceeded 140,000
— 40,000 more than we expected," said Kevin Boyer, Gay Games
Chicago Co—Chair. "We estimate that attendance at events organ—
ized by the Gay Games was 107,500, including Opening and
Closing Ceremonies, the Gay Games Expo and all of the sports &
cultural events. Official affiliated events and parties had an addi—
tional estimated attendance of 33,000 throughout the week."
Opening Ceremony at Soldier Field had an estimated atten—
dance of 32,000 while Closing Ceremony at Wrigley Field had
nearly 20,000 in attendance. The four—day Gay Games Expo
drew an estimated 13,250. Participating athletes and artists
numbered 11,500.
"Ticket sales to sports and cultural events exceeded our esti—
mates by almost 50 percent," Boyer added. "While most sporting
events were free, we had projected to sell 8,000 tickets to some

Lou'ganis
from page 20
evidence of Louganis‘ long—
time love for man‘s best friend.
Louganis also speaks out
for many other organizations,
including youth clubs, drug
and alcohol rehabilitation
groups, and organizations for
the dyslexic.
According to the MGLCC
website, Louganis is featured
at an evening reception on
Saturday, Oct. 7, at 8 p.m.
Louganis also will hand out the
4th Annual Memphis Gaymes
medals on Sunday, Oct. 8, at 6 p.m. at Playhouse on the Square,
51 South Cooper. For location, costs and other information for
either event, call Len at (901) 857—8523.

of the more popular sports & cultural events. Ticket sales actu—
ally totaled around 12,000, with several events selling out."
The largest ticketed events included figure skating (1,500
two—day passes), diving (1,075 two—day passes) and dancesport
(1,075 two—day passes). Almost 1,000 tickets were sold to the
two physique shows and more than 1,000 people bought tickets
to the volleyball medal rounds.
"While there were thousands of tourists ViSiting from out of

town, Chicagoans made up the largest number of the spectators
at our events, as predicted," Boyer said. "Gay Games Chicago
will be remembered most for the way the city and its residents
embraced this international event with open arms. On behalf of
the Gay Games organization, our sponsors and all of our out—of—
town guests, we want to thank everyone in Chicago for the warm
welcome they extended."
The Gay Games organization projects a financial surplus for
the $9.5 million event; financial details will available by Sept. 30.
For more information, go online to www.gaygameschicago.org.

i M3103elects new ﬂﬁlﬂel's
Piechowski remainspresident |
_ The Memphis Gay & Lesbian. Community Centerelect—
. ed its2006—2007 board ofdirectors onJuly 23at the cen—
| ter, located at 892 South Cooper. The new board of direc—

7 torstook officeonAug.1, 2006. .
,
Len: Piechowski continues as preSident of the MGLCC
_

for anothertwo-yearterm. __
_
Charlie Weatherall replaces Jeff Curboas VlC/

PreSidentfora one—yearterm. __
Rohbi Yowwaselected Secretaryfor atwo-yearterm _
»;Wil| Battswill serve as Treasurer for a one—year term
_ completing his. appointment replacmg Marty Katz. _
__ The following . indiViduats assume positions as —

iMembers-At-Large for a one—year term: Kelly "Cole".
| — Bradley, JonathanCole,RustyCollins, Andrea Espinoza,
_ Autumn Falconer, Jamie Griffin, Don Johnson, Alicisia _
‘ Nelson Tommy SimmonsEric Sirignano and Herb Zeman

Want to be part of Tennessee‘s
OLDEST LESBIAN CHARITY
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Newsworthy Tidbits
* Congratulations to Whitney Jo, managing director of
Playhouse on the Square, who was elected treasurer of the
board of directors for Tennesseans for the Arts during its annual
meeting in July. Tennesseans for the Arts is a nonprofit associa—

Make your family complete
with a new best friend.
Many wonderful animals are abandoned each year.
They are looking for a home with the care and understanding
that you can provide.
Bring a new friend into your family. You‘ll be surprised
at the loyalty and love they‘li bring into your life.
Meet with an adoption counselor today and discover
what a new friend can mean to you and your family.
anphisShelbyCothyt—turnaneS-oeiety
2238 Central Ave — Memphis, TN 38104
Hours:

/ 901—276—1753

ﬁg wmww.memphishumane.org

he (Ultimate GKzxpression
O( Cowle

tion of arts organizations and individuals that promotes, encour—
ages and assists all of the arts in Tennessee.
* The Tennessee Transgender Political Action Committee
(TTPAC) voted to change its name to Tennessee Transgender
Political Coalition in August. The name was changed to more
accurately reflect the lobbying mission of the organization, which
seeks to raise awareness of issues related to the transgender
community and to lobby for equal rights legislation on behalf of
all gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people.
* Congratulations to Gregory Koch of Memphis who took
home two gold medals in the Bowling Competition at the Gay
Games VII in Chicago, held July 15—22. One was for Mixed
Social under Mixed Singles and the other was for Mixed Social
under Mixed Doubles.
* Congratulations to Paul Linxwiler who participated in the 1st
World Out Games in Montreal, July 26 to Aug 5, and took home
two medals in Bridge competition. He received a silver medal in
Pairs Bridge and a bronze medal in Team Bridge. Linxwiler told
Family & Friends magazine the competition was good at the
Olympic games. Linxwiler should know as he is employed by the
American Contract Bridge League, the umbrella organization of
more than 3,000 bridge clubs across the nation, and is the man—
aging editor of its magazine.
*e Same—gender—loving women may want to check out
www.kuma2.net, the website of Kuma: Black Lesbian Erotica.
Memphis is represented in the edition online now. Check out
"Untitled" by Niemah. Perhaps you would like to submit your writ—
ten word for publication on this site, as well.

Searching for Your
Dream Home?

¥

Jewelers
__YOUR QUALITY WHOLESALE JEWELER
2200 N. GERMANTOWN PKY. — 387—1005
—(NEXT TO BOLLA PASTA)

WWW.PLATINUMJEWELERS.COM
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) 545 S. PERKINS ExT. — 901.680.0020
{OAK HALL BUILDING, NEXT TO GOLDSMITH!S OAK COURT)

Gay men with gay brothers needed
The Behavior Genetics Unit at Evanston
(Illinois) Northwestern Healthcare Research
Institute invites gay men with one or more
gay brothers, along with their available fami—
lies members (other brothers and parents), to
join its study on the molecular genetics of
sexual orientation.
The Molecular Genetic Study of Sexual
Orientation will look for genes that may influ—
ence some brothers to become homosexual, as
well as those genes that may influence other
brothers to become heterosexual.
All of the information obtained by the study
will be kept completely confidential (not even
being shared among family members), and will
not become part of any medical records. No
names or other identifying information will
appear in published findings or research.
Researchers will do an initial screening of
participants. Brothers will be asked to complete
study questionnaires and provide blood sam—
ples for genetic research. Participating parents
are only asked to provide a blood sample.
The questionnaire includes questions about

one‘s sexual and personal history and the sex—
ual and personal history of immediate family
members. Information provided in the question—
naires is strictly confidential and will not be
shared with other family members or study par—
ticipants. After receipt of the questionnaire, par—
ticipants will be reimbursed for sharing their
time, and for the expenses associated with
study requirements.
Participants are asked to provide blood
samples, which will be studied to search for
genes that might carry a predisposition for male
homosexuality from generation to generation.
Participants are reimbursed for giving a blood
sample, as well as for any charges for the pro—
cedure and shipping. The researchers will
assist in arrangements for providing the sam—
ple; it can be done at a clinic, doctor‘s office or
a phlebotomy lab.
For more information, call toll—:free 866—364—
7571; write Behavior Genetics Unit, Evanston
Northwestern Healthcare Research Institute, ATTN:
Alan R. Sanders, M.D., 1001 University Place,
Evanston, IL 60201, or go online to gaybros.com.

American

Tuxedo

www.americantuxedos.com
«Free Groom‘s Tuxedo Program
+ Over 100 Styles Available
« Discounts on Invitations
+ Open Evenings & Sundays
* Best Place in Town ...
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Got an idea

GUARANTEED!

The International Federation of Black Prides (IFBP), a coalition of
for a story?
<
4722 Poplar Avenue
Black Gay Pride organizations in the United States, Canada, United
next to Sekisui
Kingdom and South Africa, has formed the IFBP Fund for Leadership
Have you written
Inc., recognized by the Internal Revenue Services as an IRS 501(c)(4)
901—1761—
some poetry?
tax—exempt organization.
"The initiation of the IFBP Fund for Leadership will arm us
4130 Riverdale
SEND IT IN!
with another critical tool in our ongoing efforts to impact
across from Wal—Mart
FamilyMag@aol.com
improved legislative outcomes for our diverse communities in
901—153—88917
the United States," said Earl Fowlkes, president and CEO of the /
IFBP and the IFBP Fund for Leadership.
ck issue? ———
The formation of the IFBP Fund for Leadership (IFBP FL)
~Looking fora ba
was authorized by the membership of the IFBP during the 2006
_
Call(901) e82—2669 __
_
Annual Board and Technical Assistance meeting held in
Memphis. The primary purpose of the IFBP FL
is to engage in legislative advocacy activities
that promote the development of economic
empowerment, health and wellness, social jus—
AA
tice and political empowerment on behalf of
African—American
LGBT _ communities.
Additionally, the IFBP FL has a goal of devel—
CRYE—LEIKE
oping leadership within IFBP member organi—
,
zations regarding voter education, political
processes, and the raising of resources to sup—
REALTORS®
port the efforts of the IFBP and its constituen—
cies in the United States.
ForAll Your RedkEstate Needs!
"The IFBP Fund for Leadership comes at a
very critical time for our communities," said
Office: (901) 757.2500
=
Michael Hinson, interim board chair of the IFBP
Cell: (P01) 438.2559
FL. "Never before has an African—American
Fox: (901)—753—0475
LGBT organization positioned itself to directly
take on the political issues facing our commu—
Browse through over 50,000 homes @
nities. The development of this 501(c)(4) will
http:
ails

See IFBP page 41
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1 lE n" STAGE “aw theatrical entertainment

The Mousetrap, based on the play by Agatha Christie, is
slated for Playhouse on the Square, 51 South Cooper, Sept. 29
to Oct. 22. This two—act murder mystery, set in a newly reno—
vated mansion run by a young couple, has recently been
acclaimed as "the cleverest murder mystery on the British the—
atre" by The Daily Telegraph. Showtimes are Thursdays
through Saturdays, at 8 p.m., and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are
$30 for adults; $20 for seniors, students and military personnel,
and $10 for children. The Pay—What—You—Can performance is
set for Thursday, Oct. 5, at 8 p.m. For more information or reser—
vations, call (901) 726—4656.
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Medea, adapted from Euripides, runs at The Circuit
Playhouse, 1705 Poplar Avenue, Sept. 15 to Oct. 15. In ancient
myth, Medea was an immortal granddaughter of the Sun whose
family served as guardians of the Golden Fleece. Upon devel—
oping an infatuation with the heroic explorer Jason, the mystical
sorceress sacrifices her own heritage to help him steal the
prized artifact. But when Jason forsakes his wife to further his
quest for power and position, this legendary couple clash like
mighty titans. Showtimes are Thursdays through Saturdays, at
8 p.m., and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are $25 for adults; $20
for seniors, students and military personnel, and $10 for chil—
dren. The Pay—What—You—Can performance is set for Thursday,
Sept. 21, at 8 p.m. For more information or reservations, call
(901) 726—4656.

On Thursday, Sept. 21, at 7 p.m., the Jose Limon Dance
Company debuts in Memphis at the Buckman Performing and
Fine Arts Center at St. Mary‘s Episcopal School, 60 Perkins
Extended. A second concert is set for Friday, Sept. 22, at 7 p.m.
Under the artistic direction of Carla Maxwell, the two perform—
ances will feature "Dances for Isadora," the company‘s signa—
ture piece; "The Moor‘s Pavane," and a suite from a
"Choreographic Offering." Tickets are $28 each. For more infor—
mation or reservations, call (901) 537—1483 or go online to
www.buckmanartscenter.com.

lemme

Legendary couple clash at Circuit

Dance company sets 2 shows

Nici

My FairLady now at TM
Theatre Memphis, 630 Perkins Extended, presents My Fair
Lady now through Sept. 17. Considered one of the stage‘s great
musicals, My Fair Lady is based on George Bernard Shaw‘s
classic Pygmalion. The story covers what begins as a test of
wills between student Eliza Doolittle and Professor Henry
Higgins before blossoming into an affair of the heart. The lavish
score includes favorites "I Could Have Danced All Night," "On
The Street Where Your Live" and "Get Me To The Church On
Time." Showtimes are 7:30 p.m. Wednesdays and Thursdays; 8
p.m. Fridays and Saturdays, and 2 p.m. Sundays. Tickets are
$25 for adults; $12 for students with valid ID, and $8 for children
under the age of 12. For more information or reservations, call
(901) 682—8323.
'
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by Bob Fraser
nothing, consider yourself part of the 20 per—
(reprinted with permission)
cent who don‘t bother to show up.
Woody Allen is quoted as saying, "Eighty—
Agents? Think this through carefully. Tom
five percent of success is showing up."
Cruise‘s agent makes 10 percent of Tom‘s
My two cents? Showing up is crucial; but
salary. That‘s about 2.5 million dollars. An
what really separates the successful from the
agent sits in her office and chats with people
wannabe is attitude.
on the phone. Itll only take her a few hours of
When I say attitude I mean what we think
real "work" to collect that 2.5 million. Do you
is true and, therefore, how we behave. What
really believe that agents are not looking for
shapes our attitude is what we believe — what
the next Tom Cruise? Or the next JLo? Or the
we accept as the truth. For instance, if we
next Spielberg? Do you really believe that all
believe that wanting a career as an actor is "a
agents turn down all applicants out of hand?
crazy dream," it is likely we will approach the
Think of that gold miner. No decent gold
entire enterprise in a haphazard (i.e., "crazy")
miner gathers up a random bunch of pebbles,
and undisciplined manner.
and tries to sell them at the assay office. He
I‘m sure you‘ve met actors of this sort —
looks for gold, which he KNOWS he can sell.
who seem to be "all over the map." One week
In order to find the next big thing, an agent
auditioning for a student film and the next,
must look at a lot of pebbles to find the "gold."
writing a screenplay and next, it‘s "I just need
You have a choice. You can be a "rolling
Hd45)
to get a new agent." The interesting thing is
stone" or you can be a nugget.
this: When you ask this sort of actor about his
The most devastating belief an actor can
or her head—shot, or mailings, or anything to do with finding act— have about agents is that somehow being signed with an agent
ing jobs and earning money, an attitude is revealed. An attitude will "get me work." It‘s like thinking an untested, unfinished,
that kills most careers before they start.
unproven new product will be successful because there is some—
Here are some things you might hear from actors with this one willing to sell it. The best salesman in the world cannot sell
attitude:
a product that doesn‘t have a proven market.
"This business is so—o—o competitive."
We are the product the agents are "selling." If we are unable
"Statistics prove that almost nobody makes it."
or unwilling to prove, on our own, that we are a product people
"I tried doing mailings. That doesn‘t work."
might need, want and buy, what makes us think that a salesman
"It doesn‘t do any good to send your picture to them. They just will change things?
throw it in the trash can."
Some actors have an interesting theory: Even if you don‘t
"All I need is an agent."
apply for the job, by some miracle you will get the job. That‘s the
"My agents doesn‘t have any pull."
premise behind not sending out pictures, not getting new head—
"Agents aren‘t signing any new actors."
shots, not being ready to audition, not showing up; in fact, not
"Agents aren‘t interested in my type."
doing much of anything.
"I can‘t afford new pictures."
This sort of actor seems to think that repeating, "I wanna be
I‘ll stop here. There are thousands of these kinds of statements.
a working actor, I want to be a working actor." will somehow
In my opinion, these statements (and all the others like them)
make success happen, as if by magic. An amazing number of
are disastrous to your dreams of success. If you believe these actors recite a "magical" phrase but they seldom have any idea
"reasons" (accept them as the truth) they will form your attitude.
when or how "the magic" will actually occur. Bottom line?
Your attitude will determine what you DO. And what you DO Magical incantations will not take the place of DOING what must
will ultimately determine what you accomplish. That‘s the truth.
be done.
Here are some other truths:
Hardly anybody makes it? Look, it‘s important not to say
Ask any casting director about "no—shows." Incredibly, when things like this to yourself. You can get the facts by watching TV
casting directors call a group of actors in for a part, 20 percent for an evening. Watch for three hours. Count the number of
don‘t show up. One out of five actors don‘t even try. It‘s a statis— actors who have lines. Keep a good count. Multiply that number
tic. A fifth of the "competition" eliminates itself. So Woody‘s esti— by 365 days a year times the number of networks and you‘ll see
mate is a little high.
a glimmering of the truth. If nobody makes it, where are all these
Another reality is that casting directors absolutely love finding actors coming from? Mars?
new talent. They live for it. Therefore, they are always on the
The truth is that there are lots of acting jobs, all over the
look—out for wonderful actors.
world. A large number of people earn their living by acting. If you
In order to do that, they look at every picture. Just like a gold want to be one of them, then DO what they DO. If you don‘t know
miner must look at every pebble before he tosses it aside.
what they have done to get where they are, isn‘t it YOUR BUSI—
If your picture doesn‘t "grab" them, if it doesn‘t say, "gold," NESS to find out?
whose responsibility is that? If you do a big mailing and don‘t get
Believe me, you will not find out, or take any steps — or real—
any calls, get another picture and try again. Keep doing this until
ly even try — as long as your attitude is being shaped by your
you get a picture that gets you called in. Don‘t whine that it‘s too belief in "reasons" like, "It‘s so—o—o competitive." It‘s not that com—
expensive. Without a headshot that is working (getting you
petitive, it‘s just hard. When it comes to doing hard things, many
called in), you‘re like a butcher who has no knives. You are
telling me you can cut it, but I don‘t see how you can. If you send
See Frazer, page 46
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CofC holds 1st meet
GtBT

Greater Memphis

own set of benefits.
"You don‘t have to be a nation—
al member," Nelson reminded our
readers. "However, there are
another set of benefits by becom—
ing a national member, including
the NGLCC Supplier Diversity
h barbring plentyofbu ness cards
Initiative." This initiative serves as
to 8pm., Losf
a means of certifying a business
as GLBT owned, and acts as a
bridge between those business
The event was hosted by Jeff
Childress and Rick Johns, who initiated this GLBT chamber of and America‘s top corporations seeking to do business with
GLBT owned companies.
commerce in Memphis and the Mid—South.
Membership in the local chapter, the Greater Memphis GLBT
"My philosophy is there is strength in numbers," Johns told
Family & Friends magazine. "We wanted to open up the gay and Chamber of Commerce, is free; all that is requested is your
lesbian market to people from out of town, relocating and visit— input. And there is no admission charges to the meetings. To
join, all you have to do is fill out a membership application, avail—
ing Memphis, all under a national registry.
"We contacted the National Gay and Lesbian Chamber of able at the front door welcome desk.
Commerce (NGLCC) and told them we were trying to form a busi—
ness alliance," Johns continued. "Jeff talked to them first. We had .
a conference call and a few days later, they called back and said
we had done more in three weeks than others had done in a year.
They asked if we wanted to be involved with the NGLCC."
"Initially, Rick and I were basically brainstorming who we would
do business with in the GLBT community," Childress explained to
Family & Friends magazine. "I had been involved with other cham—
ber of commerces in other geographical areas. We sat down and
put down a platform and presented it to the NGLCC and they were
interested in us being an affiliated chapter."
The Greater Memphis GLBT Chamber of Commerce has
joined a network of 45 other state and local GLBT chamber of
commerces in the U.S., as well as nine international chambers.
The NGLCC is the largest GLBT business development and
economic advocacy organization in the world and advocates on
behalf of an estimated 800,000—1.4 million GLBT—owned busi—
nesses in the U.S.
%
monthly meetings
"I couldn‘t be more pleased to have a group of people want—
ing to start a chamber in Memphis," NGLCC President and Co— whether they desire to join the organization or not.
"We want to be available at all levels and people can partici—
Founder Justin G. Nelson said in a telephone interview with
Family & Friends magazine. "The National Gay. and Lesbian pate at whatever level they feel comfortable with," Childress said.
.. Our basic premise is to advance the interest of the GLBT and
Chamber of Commerce helps with infrastructure and guidelines
to start a local chamber of commerce. We also have a group in friendly businessesand professionals for the purpose of promot—
ing the economic growth and prosperity of its members."
Nashville (and in Atlanta).
The Greater Memphis GLBT Chamber of Commerce will hold
"Everyone who joins the local chamber (The Greater
Memphis GLBT Chamber of Commerce) becomes an affiliate its regular networking meetings on the third Wednesday of the
member of the NGLCC," Nelson continued. "Benefits include month, from 5:30 to 8 p.m., at The Vault, located at 525 South
receiving discounts on attending national (NGLCC) events, list— Highland. The next meeting is set for Wednesday, Sept. 20. A
ing in the local and national online membership directories, dis— cash bar is available.
In addition, ‘the Greater Memphis GLBT Chamber of
counts on travel, as well as representation by NGLCC in
Commerce will hold a cocktail social event each month, as well,
Washington D.C."
"Joining the local chapter gives you the opportunity to net— with the first event set,for Friday, Oct. 6, from 5 to 8 p.m. at Los
work with local entities," Nelson said. " ... and gives you visibili— Margaritas at Union and McLean.
For more information, email Memphisglbtchamber@yahoo.com
ty as business owners and contributors to the local economy —
as businesses that should have a place at the table, and that is or go online to www.ngicc.org.
"Now is the time to organize as a business community,"
very important."
f
The NGLCC offers national membership as well, from a cost Nelson concluded. "People listen when the GLBT community
of $35 to tens of thousands, per year. Each level provides its forms an economic entity."

managing editor
On Wednesday, Aug. 23,
approximately 50 individuals partic—
ipated in the first meeting of the
Greater Memphis GLBT Chamber
of Commerce, which met at The
Vault, 525 South Highland. This
organization is a sanctioned affiliate
of the National Gay and Lesbian
Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC).

nmaniiniuiiMills
And people are invited to attend the
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Business duo open ‘eclectic‘ club on Highland Strip
by Anita Moyt, managing editor
Once there were two men. One‘s name was Rick and the
other Peter. They saw a great business opportunity to open a
restaurant, one close to The University of Memphis, a city unto
itself. What a great place it would be at 3547 Walker, across from
the YMCA. Sitting by the railroad tracks, the ones so many stu—
dents are well aware of as they dash across trying to make it
before class starts and before the lights of the train down in the
station yard comes into view. And that train rumbles past RP
Tracks everyday, several times a day. It is as much a part of the
restaurant as the great hamburgers, tasty quesadillas, cold beer
and the colorfully—named shooters.
With hours to accommodate any student‘s schedule, RP
Tracks has become a place for a great meal, a study group to
meet, a place to hang out with friends, the place professors
come and relax and where the neighborhood folk come, as well.
RP Tracks is open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m. every day. Its phone num—
ber is (901) 327—1471.
As time passed, opportunity knocked again for Rick and
Peter. Being a stone‘s throw away from the famous "Highland
Strip," the men heard of some businesses that were up for lease.
One was the infamous Highland Cue, a bar and pool hall that
has been frequented by generations of Memphians and UofM
students alike.
Rick and Peter answered the knock and, desiring to build up the
Highland Strip area as the neighborhood association did and The
University of Memphis did, invested their time, talents and money
to totally revigorate the timeless pool hall at 525 South Highland.
They re—christened the pool hall RP Billiards and they have
been very pleased with the results. People come in and play
pool on its three Olhausen Q—foot championship tables (at
$10/hour), or the traditional $1 pool table in the back, have a
cold beer and even a pizza or some cheese and chips. When the
weather is cooperative, patrons can sit on the patio, complete
with tables and umbrellas, to keep out of the hot sun. RP
Billiards is open 5 p.m. to 3 a.m. seven days a week; its phone
number is (901) 452—6203.
Just as its older brother, RP Tracks, RP Billiards welcomes all.
As we said, opportunity offered two windows to the future
when it knocked. The last to be renewed and renovated was next
door to RP Billiards, and the men named it The Vault. Rick and
Peter sought to add their flavor to this bar and make it a place
where everyone is invited. The Vault was declared "eclectic."
The Vault has nightly drink specials, a full menu (kitchen open
till 2 a.m.) and a full—service bar. The happy hour is really attract—
ing a crowd, from 5 to 10 p.m., Rick noted. Music adds to the
atmosphere, but it isn‘t dance club loud. You can feel the beat but
converse with friends without any trouble. The personality of the
bar is one of an eclectic feel and a late night party atmosphere.
As a child grows and develops his or her own personality, so
has The Vault. Having been open only a few months, those com—
ing through the doors are many and varied — younger, older, stu—
dents, non—students, gay, straight. As people walk down the
"strip" or sidewalk to the various other clubs lining the infamous
street, many look into the Vault‘s large glass front doors; the look
on their face seems to say, "They look like they are having fun in
there, wonder if we should go in?"

Chris, right,
and Odie
at The Vault

Stories are now unfolding of groups of people coming in, feel—
ing out the new place. One example: Perhaps a half—dozen
young men and women come in. They see another group of
guys and gals talking on the couch, a couple of women at the bar
and a couple of gay men sitting close and talking at one of the
bar tables. A couple of the guys are offended by the couple of
men at the bar table and encourge their friends to leave.
However, the group returns a few hours later, sans the upset
guys, and have a great rest of the night at The Vault. They leave
having learned that people are people and that they come in all
sizes, shapes and sexual orientations.
And when you visit be sure to tell Odie (Tim Street) hi. He is
The Vault‘s manager now. Odie was declared Memphis Pride‘s
Bartender of the Year in 2001. The Vault is open 5 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Monday to Saturday, and 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. on Sunday. For more
information, call (901) 452—6583.
Back to Rick and Peter. Just who are these men? Rick Johns
and Peter Moon have been long—time friends and worked togeth—
er before taking the step into the world of the restaurant business.
Just a side note, Rick is gay and Peter is not. To answer a ques—
tion sometimes posed to the duo: "How can a gay man and straight
man be in business together?" Rick‘s answer: "We are two business—
men in business together. The gay and straight part doesn‘t matter."
"There is no method to the madness," Peter told Family &
Friends, while we discussed the renovations and renewal of RP
See The Vault, page 32

MID—SOUTH LAMBDA
PROFESSIONALS ALLIANCE
Networking Across the Mid—South
P.O. Box 41394 « Memphis, TN 38174—1394
www.yahoogroups.com/group/MidSouthLPA
invites members & prospective members to the next
MidSouthLPA
BUSINESS AFTER HOURS NETWORKING EVENT
Tuesdays, Sept. 12 and Oct. 10, 2006
*RSVP by email to:
MidSouthLPA@yahoo.com
SeptEemsBeR 2006

$5 per person
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PFLAG makes history at New York Stock Exchange
On June 30, Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (PFLAG) made history as the first organization for families
and allies of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender (GLBT) peo—
The Vault
from page 31
Billiards and The Vault. "When the building came up, we thought
we could do something with it."
"Peter and I decided to turn a negative into a positive," Rick added.
The two men are proud to be a part of the revitalization of the
Highland Strip, which includes a master plan for the neighbor—
hood by architects Looney Ricks Kiss.
In addition to Rick and Peter‘s input to the revitalization of the
Highland Strip/UofM area, two large projects will be completed
in the next couple of years — a high—rise apartment and an
upscale shopping center.
Several of the small businesses, which originally were hous—
es, located across the street from RP Billiards and the Vault, now
stand empty as developers have purchased the buildings as part
of the revitalization project. Trammell Crow Co. will build a six—
story, 94—unit apartment building, tentatively called The Domain,
on the southeast corner of Highland and Mynders. It is expected
that the apartment building will attract a mix—use of tenants,
including students and faculty of The University of Memphis.
Down the street from RP Billiards, the Highland Street
Church of Christ, located at Ellsworth Street and Midland
Avenue, has been purchased by Poag & McEwen Lifestyle
Centers — Memphis LLC (the owners of Germantown‘s Saddle
Creek shopping center) and plans are to raze the church‘s build—
ings and erect a high—end shopping center.

Don‘t
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ple to ring The Closing Bell at the New York Stock Exchange.
PFLAG‘s trip to Wall Street — to "ring the closing bell on
homophobia" — was an opportunity for the group to discuss the
exponentially growing reach of the buying power of GLBT
Americans when coupled with the purchasing force of their fam—
ilies and friends.
"The purchasing power of the GLBT community is estimated
today to be a massive $641 billion,,with projections reaching $1
trillion by 2012," said Jody M. Huckaby, executive director of the
more than 200,000—member organization. "Add in the buying
power of the millions of family members and friends who show
fierce allegiance to fair—minded corporations, and you get a
message that no company can afford to ignore: equality is good
for business."
"This economic clout and product loyalty is only going to
grow," Huckaby continued. "We are here to give the business
world this wake—up call and to help companies compete."
PLFAG leaders visited the New York Stock Exchange to
drive this point home to corporations around the globe. They
came with new research to back their arguments that reveals
more than three—fourths of Americans personally know some—
one who is GLBT and those consumers are more likely than
others to support companies that market to the gay and les—
bian community.
"Equality in corporate America is more than just a trend,"
Huckaby said. "It is a reality that companies, both large and
small, need to support in order to remain competitive. This is
about much more than just GLBT people themselves. This is
about the families, friends, coworkers and other supporters who
will be loyal to companies who invest in fairness for their GLBT
loved ones — and that translates into employee loyalty, con—
sumer base expansion and big
economic gains today and in
the years to come."
*+"
The organization pointed to
the expanding number of com—
panies — including nearly half
of Fortune 500 corporations —‘
that embrace GLBT—friendly
practices, including domestic
partner benefits, nondiscrimi—
nation policies and financial
553 S. Cooper St.
supporf for organizations
Memphis, TN...
working to promote equality.
(901) 728—6535
"There are thousands of
parents just like me who will
We have the
shop and spend with compa—
nies who support equality for
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my lesbian daughter," said
Samuel Thoron, president of
PFLAG, who rang The Closing
Bell. "This is our opportunity to
make sure that these corpora—
tions know that we‘re here, that
we‘re paying attention and that
eee their bottom line."
we influence
For more information, go
online to www.pflag.org.
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2006 marks 25th anniversary

HIV/AIDS

The year 2006, marks the 25 anniversary of the recognition spots on the legs, usually in male patients over the age of 50.
of a strange new disease first reported on in 1981, one that Eventually, the cancer would invade the lymph glands, thereby
seemed to be found exclusively in gay men. That disease ulti— spreading throughout the body. These patients were given up to
mately came to be know as Acquired Immune Deficiency
10 years to live.
Syndrome, or AIDS. That disease now has spread across all
However, these particular cases of KS, reported on by
demographics — the rich, the poor, gay, straight or bisexual, Altman, were baffling the medical world because violet—colored
male and female, infants to senior citizens. The disease, now spots appeared anywhere on the body and quickly spread
classified as a pandemic, is found in virtually every place on the throughout the lymphatic system, usually in less than 24 months
globe and infects anyone, regardless of skin color, culture or eth— after diagnosis. All these patients, who ranged in age from 24 to
nicity. Initially considered a death sentence, AIDS is now 41 years old, were determined to be gay. Finally, the 41 cases
referred to as a "chronic disease."
had shown up in a matter of months, as opposed to the record
of two cases of KS per every three million people.
Lawrence K. Altman informed his New York Times readers
One of the leading initial investigators in determining the facts
about this new illness.
"Doctors in New York and California have diagnosed, among
See HIV/AIDS 25th, nage 36
homosexual men, 41 cases of a rare and often rapidly fatal form of
cancer. Eight of the victims died less than 24 months after the diag—
nosis was made." Altman wrote in his article, "Rare Cancer Seen in Personal testimonies sought
41 Homosexuals," published in The New York Times, July 3, 1981.
The cancer was a form a skin cancer called Kaposi‘s
Sarcoma (KS), a cancer that traditionally appeared initially as

HIV/AIDS TESTING SITES & INFORMATION
Friends For Life & The Positive Living Center
43 North Cleveland, Memphis, TN 38104
Call Friends For Life for dates and times
FREE OraSure + appointments may be required
For more information, call (901) 272—0855
Memphis & Shelby County Health Department
814 Jefferson Avenue, Room 221 « 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Monday—Friday « Testing conducted on teens, ages 13 and
up, without parental consent. HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 544—6808
Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood
1407 Union Avenue, Third Floor « 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
to Thursday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fridays + FREE OraSure
testing for ages 13—24, over age 24: $35 blood test,
$40 OraSure + For more information, call (901) 725—1717
New Directions Inc.
4466 Elvis Presley, Suite 310 » 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
to Friday + Appointments required « HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 346—5497
The Shot Nurse
4646 Poplar/So. Perkins — 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday—Friday,
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesdays — There is a charge for an
HIV test « For more information, call (901) 685—9999
Medical Testing Resources Inc.
4322 American Way + 9 am to 4:30 pm Monday—Friday
OraQuick 20—minute HIV test « Confidential
Cost: $70 to $90 — ages 13 and up
For more information, call (901) 795—5905
The Exodus Empowerment Project
2600 Poplar Avenue + Suite 200
For more information, call (901) 458—4717
34
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In the 25 years since AIDS was first identified, the presence
of this pandemic has figured greatly in the lives of countless
Americans and their counterparts all over the globe. Stories of
their own struggles or those of their relatives and friends make
up the often chilling, yet undoubtedly compelling portrait of the
impact of AIDS on the lives of these ordinary people.
To commemorate this year‘s World AIDS Day observance at
the National AIDS Memorial in San Francisco, the Memorial‘s
board of directors is asking the public for personal testimonies,
remembrances and reflections on the sweeping effects of the
AIDS legacy. The remembrance theme, "AIDS at 25," asks that
people identify a single year during this period and explain how
the pandemic affected them.
Jack Porter, co—chair of the Memorial‘s 13th annual WorldA{DS
Day observance, describes the board‘s expectations as broad.
"This could be a recollection of your—.own or a loved one‘s
experiences in dealing with AIDS, or remembering the wide
swath the disease made in those early years when there were
no medications," Porter said. "Or it could be related to learning
of your own diagnosis or that of a loved one in the,last couple
years; a visit to an AIDS—stricken African village, or "a poignant
moment in your work with a client of an AIDS service agency."
This year‘s observance will be held Friday, Dec. 1, at the
Memorial in San Francisco‘s Gold Gaté Park. The goal of the com—
memoration is to bring people together to remember and honor
the many lives lost to AIDS; the people still fighting to survive! the
many caregivers, and those working to find new treatments and
cures for the disease that takes 8,000 lives worldwide every day.
Porter said that some of the submitted stories will be select—
ed to be read during the gathering on World AIDS Day, and all
will be posted on the National AIDS Memorial‘s website,
www.aidsmemorial.org.
.
"Submissions do not have to be letter—perfect, but a telling
from the heart," Porter said. "These stories and comments will
provide all of us with a meaningful and historical record of the
personal impact of the disease this past 25 years."
Submissions should be emailed to mystory
or mailed to National AIDS Memorial, 856 Stanyan Street, San
Francisco, CA 94117, by Sept. 15, 2006.

Taking the test

Want to
know
if you are
HIV positive?
At Planned Parenthood
results take just
20 minutes.

On July 15, as part of the ribbon—cutting ceremony for the grand opening of
the 37th NAACP Commerce and Industry Show, NAACP Chairman Julian
Bond and NAACP President and CEO Bruce S. Gordon, both took an HIV
test to raise awareness about the importance of HIV testing and counseling.
Photo credit: NAACP
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HIV/AIDS 25th
from page 34
about this new "gay cancer" or "gay disease," as referred to by
the media and the public, was Dr. James Curran MD.
Prior to the emergence of the KS cases, Dr. Curran, in associa—
tion with Dr. Harold Jaffe, was working in public health in 1978 and
1979 on Hepatitis B vaccine trails. Dr. Curran was employed at the
CDC when the news of the strange KS cases was made public.
Interestingly, because of Dr. Curran‘s work with sexually transmitted
diseases, he already had built a report with the gay community.
"It got us in a lot of conversations with many physicians in the
gay community," Dr. Curran told Dr. Victoria Harden, director of the
office of the National Institute of Health History, and Dr. Caroline
Hannaway, an historical consultant in a May 19, 1998, interview.
"In May 1981, the first (CDC) Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report describing (what would become known as) AIDS came
across my desk," Dr. Curran said. "So, three days after the
MMWR article came out, Dr. Dennis Juranek and I flew to New
York to visit Dr. Alvin Friedman—Kein and Dr. Linda Laubenstein
at New York University.
Dr. Curran found himself identifying with the first individual
they saw who was one of the 41 reported cases.
"They had a patient who had Kaposi‘s Sarcoma, an actor from
Detroit," Dr. Curran continued. "He graduated in 1962, from a
Catholic high school in Royal Oak, not too far from my high school.
1 went to Notre Dame and he went to Yale. The differences
between us were not great, but he was gay and I was straight.
"He was in New York, an actor, and he had these unusual
purple lesions all over his body," Dr. Curran explained. "None of
us knew what they were. They did not look very serious. None

For information, contact
Mike at 901.271.5477

of us had ever seen a case of Kaposi‘s Sarcoma. And Dr.
Friedmnan—Kien (a professor of dermatology) had only seen a
couple of cases in elderly men.
A second disease seemed to be showing up rather frequent—
ly in the reported cases — a form of pneumonia.
"Some ... people with Pneumocystis also had Kaposi‘s
Sarcoma," Dr. Curran said. "That was the first time that I really
felt that these two conditions must be related. That gave us, I
think, one of the most important fundamental clues that this was
a similar epidemic with an underlying problem."
In later months, Dr. Curran found himself contacting as many
people afflicted with these symptoms as possible.
"We flew all around the country, and when we were finished
(interviewing as many living patients as we could), we could say
that the average age of patients was 35, so they were not very
young men," Dr. Curran said. "Also, all of the patients were gay
men, and they were living in ... strong gay communities: San
Francisco, New York and Los Angeles. The other thing was that
the men were all openly gay. That was one of the things that struck
me. There were no closeted gay men. My previous experience
with sexually transmitted diseases in the gay population was dif—
ferent from that. Here was a spectrum not only of homosexuality,
but, even more important, of openness, an openly gay lifestyle.
They seemed to have large numbers of partners, and they were
getting a rare condition. They all went to the same clubs. Most of
them used poppers or isobutyl nitrite or amyl nitrite, and they may
have been exposed to other things in their environment."
Soon, the investigative doctors had a name for the disease.
"We defined this new syndrome as Life—threatening oppor—
tunistic infections or Kaposi‘s Sarcoma in people with no case of
underlying immunosuppression.
Memphis even left its mark on the history of AIDS.
"The second case of AIDS in Tennessee was reported," Dr.
Curran said. "We had EIS officers always pouring over new
cases of AIDS. ... There was a bright physician named Dr. Steve
Solomon, who was not entirely convinced that AIDS could be
transmitted through (blood) transfusion.
"There was this case of Pneumocystis reported in a young
college student from Memphis State (now The University of
Memphis) in Memphis," he continued. "To be exact, Dr. Solomon
went and interviewed him and obtained some specimens. He
— died very shortly thereafter. This young man had received blood
from two donors. We interviewed the young man‘s family and
people with whom he attended college. He was a shy young
man, and he had been to New York once, and they felt it was
unlikely that he had homosexual contact.
¥
"So we found those two donors who had given him blood," he
said. "One of the donors was in this major blood bank ... we
rushed people to get his blood. He was married and worked in a
prison in Tennessee. (H)is T—cell subsets were normal, and he
was healthy. ... he was not the source of the student‘s.infection.
There was one other donor from a paid blood bank, that had gone
out of business — and the records were gone. It turned out, how—
ever, that somebody found out we were looking for the records,
and eventually we were introduced to the man who had bought
the bloodbank. Dr. Solomon went down in this guy‘s basement
and found the records.of the blood donor. The (other donor) was
supposedly from a military base in northern Tennessee.
"Well, Solomon could not find him," Dr. Curran continued the
story, "So he went up to northern Tennessee, just south of the
Kentucky border, looking for him. It turned out that a woman ...
See HIV/AODS 25th, page 41
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HIV/AIDS 25th
from page 36
was running the health services for this little military base.
This blood donor had been discharged from this base, given
an honorable discharge, because he had health problems.
What he had was an extensive lymphadenopathy syndrome,
which had been diagnosed in California when he was
assigned there back in the late 1970s. He was a single man.
Where was the man?
"Solomon tracked all over Tennessee looking for. this
man," Dr. Curran said. "He found his mother. His mother
said, ‘If you find him, let me know where he is. He‘s been
drinking a lot, and we do not know where he is, and we‘re
worried about his health. He is somewhere in this small
town.‘ (Solomon) said, ‘Do you have any gay bars?‘ They
said, ‘Not really, but sometimes we think there are some gay
people that hang out outside of this one bar.‘ Solomon went
and hung out there, and found this man. He did a physical
examination of him; and he had extensive lymphadenopathy.
Solomon drew his blood, and results showed an inverted T—
Cell T4/T8 ration."
Solomon came back as a total believer, telling Dr. Curran,
"(This disease) is transmitted through the blood. This is too
much of a coincidence."
Dr. Curran‘s interview continued, explaining the financial toll
politics took on their work; an international tat about who dis—
covered the HIV virus first and more.
For more on Dr. Curran‘s interview or otherinteresting stories on
the history of AIDS, go online to history.nih.gov/NIHInOwnWords.

TENNESSEE DISABILITY INFORMATION &
REFERRAL OFFICE
6.
John E Kennedy Center, Vanderbilt University
Phone:

(615) 322—8529 (Voice) * (800) 640—INFO (4636)
(615) 343—2958 (TDD) » (800) 273—9595 (TDD)
E—mail: carole.moore—slater@vanderbilt.edu
Website: http:/www.vanderbilt.edu/kennedy/findse.html
This office provides information about disability supports and
community services available to individuals, families, and agencies in TN.
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by InAnita
Moyt,
managing
editor
June,
2006,
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the
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MTV‘s ‘Road Rules‘ celeb Sophia

It‘s ofthestanceswe
been said thatwe takeand
are crazyatPrescott,
because
ourproud
tradition
regardlessofrace,
sexual, or
politicalofwelcomingeveryone,
orientation.
I
t
‘
s
been
saidthatJesuswascrazytooand
alwaystryto doourverybesttofollow Him.
ffyou‘vewe been

leokmg for a church that‘s radically different,
with an active mission to explore compassion, peace, justice
and the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness is about!

961 Getwell Road
near Park & Getwell
9:30 Sunday School 10:45 Worship

901—327—8479
www.prescottchurch.org
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Pasuuis visits

want to come back next year."
tex
«— Pasquis also works the college and university circuit.
"I talk about more of substance," Pasquis said. "Road Rules‘
just opens the door for me to be able to talk. I talk about diversi—
ty and breaking down stereotypes and building, up your core
because it effects everything you do. Build up patience and self—
empowerment. This is my main message.5
But, whatxabout "Road Rules?" Pasqws shared some of her
insights into "reality showbiz."
$
"(I talk about) behind the scenes information about ‘Road
Rules,‘ demystifying all the mystery behind reality television,"
she said. "It is not staged. There are no reshoots. All the casting
agents and directors know how to fish for an answer to get what
they want by asking very pointed questions. And, yes, I would be
on a different reality show now, if given the chance."
Pasquis explained some of her goals for the near future.
j
"I want to do more creative writing and develop show ideas,"
Pasquis said. "I want to write a musical; I love Barbra Streisand."
In closing, Pasquis said, "I had a wonderful time and I can‘t
wait to come back next year and I‘ll train all year to join the J—set—
ter‘s competition!"
For more information on Alpha Chi Upsilon sorority, go online to
www.alphachiupsilon.com or email alphachiupsilon@yahoo.com
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Miss Cordelia‘s

Paragon

Bogie‘s Delicatessen

Grill n‘ Bar

737 Harbor Bend Road

2865 Walnut Grove Rd.

2098 LaSalle Place

326 S. Cleveland

(901) 526—4772

(901) 320—0026

(901) 272—0022

(901) 725—9809

Printer‘s Alley

The Brushmark

Molly‘s La Casita

1934 Poplar (in the Brooks)

2006 Madison Avenue

(901) 544—6225

(901) 726—1873

Pancho‘s
10.

322 S. Cleveland
(901) 725—9809

11.

* 717 N. Whitestation
(901) 685—5404
e 87 S. Second Street
(901) 522—0011

Buns On The Run

One More Bar & Grill

Sessions

2150 Elzey Avenue

2117 Peabody

RP Tracks

1278 Jefferson

(901) 278—BUNS

(901) 278—MORE

3547 Walker Street
(901) 327—1471
SsOoGo

(901) 276—1882

12.

The Vault
529 S. Highland St.
(901) 452—6583
*Not shown on map

GLBT RETAILERS

Cafe Ole

Barksdale Restaurant

2127 Young Avenue

237 South Cooper

1265 Goodman Road

(901) 274—1504

(901) 7222193

Hom Lake, MS

Cafe Society

Young Avenue Deli

662) 349—6565
682)

212 N. Evergreen

2119 Young Avenue

(901) 722—2177

(901) 278—0034

Dish

Zinnie‘s East

948 S. Cooper

1718 Madison Avenue

(901) 276—0002

(901) 274—7101

THEATERS

INZ & OUTZ Cards & Gifts
553 South Cooper
(901) 728—6535

A Circuit Playhouse
1705 Poplar Avenue
(901) 726—4656

C Malco‘s Studio on the Square
2105 Court Avenue
Movie Hotline: (901) 681—2020

B Emerald Theatre Company
2085 Monroe Avenue
(901) 722—9302

D Playhouse on the Square
51 South Cooper
(901) 726—4656

NOT ON MAP
The Orpheum
203 South Main Street
(901) 525—3000
Theatre Memphis
630 Perkins Extended
(901) 682—8323
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BARS & CLUBS
1. Backstreet Memphis
2018 Court Street
(901) 276—5522
2. The Jungle
1474 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—0521
3. Lorenz/Aftershock
1528 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—8272
4. Madison Flame
1588 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—0569
5. Metro Memphis
1349Autumn Street
(901) 274—8010
6. Allusions (inset)
3204 North Thomas
(901) 357—8383
7. One More
2117 Peabody
(901) 278—MORE
8. The Pumping Station
1382 PoplarAvenue
(901) 272—7600

YOUNG AVE.
t

SOUTHERN

Udu
by Laer Gib Retae

In the grand scheme of things there
are only five kinds of pizza: the take—
out/delivery kind made by a national
chain, frozen, the kind you make at home,
Chicago deep—dish and New York—style.
As the saying goes, "Life is too short
to eat bad pizza," that‘s why when it
comes right down to it, there is only one
kind of pizza ... New York—style. Since it‘s
roughly 1,097.17 miles from Memphis to
New York City, finding real authentic New
York—style pizza in the Mid—South has
been not only difficult, but next to impos—
sible, that is until just recently.
But, before we jump
into this review, lets
get a few important
things out of the way.
For those unfortunate
enough not to know, New York—style
pizza is "characterized by having a puffy,
bread—like, outer crust, which quickly tapers
down to a very thin, crisp middle. The crust
E

P

eP i asR

Parkway in Cordova, 9045 Highway 64 in
Lakeland and 8230 Camp Creek Boulevard
in Olive Branch, Miss.
According to the Johnny‘s website
(www.JohnnyBruscos.com), Johnny‘s Pizza,
as it was originally called, was first opened in
1965, in Manlius, N.Y. For more on the his—
tory of the business and its subsequent
franchise opportunities, visit the website.

is usually dark brown and somewhat
charred in appearance. No pans are used in
the cooking process, rather the pizza is
assembled on a pizza peel and then placed
f
directly on the oven deck
E% (stone) to cook."

Traditionally, New
York—style is sold in
oversized, thin and flexible
slices and is hand—tossed and light on

pizza sauce. The slices are sometimes
eaten folded in half, as its size and flexi—
bility may otherwise make it unwieldy to
eat by hand. It is often sold by the slice,

O
Service: Excellent___
Quality of Food. Excellent.
Hours: 11 a.m. to 10p.m., Monday—
Thursday, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Friday —
& Saturday, Noon to10 p.m. Sunday
Alcohol: Beer & malt beverages W
Other:Pickuporeatin _
_

See Dining Out, page 46

2 GREAT LOCATIONS
3810 Hacks
Cross Rd.
Suite 108
Memphis, TN
901—753—3900
/ JonnnyBruscos
com
3
8230 cgmgecggk Blvd.

our

which is typically an 18—inch pizza cut

net hyborhood

often referred to as "pie" or "pizza pie."
Now that we‘ve gotten the culinary
lesson out of the way, we can continue
by telling you where we found the most
traditional of New York—style pizzas
right here in the good ol‘ South. The
location we happened on is just south
of the Hacks Cross and Winchester
intersection in East Memphis at 3810

lee
pizzeria ...

into eight slices. New York—style pizza is

and.ltafianentree

Ann

‘Olive Branch, MS
f
662—893—2030

»
A/ LaRESTAURANT
Casita
MEXICAN
2006
Madison

Hacks Cross Road. The name: Johnny
Brusco‘s New York Style Pizza. As we
soon learned, there are four additional
Mid—South locations: 255 New Byhalia Road
in Collerville, 1014 North Germantown

(901) 726.1 873

ob‘s
arksdale
RESTAURANT

Walker

OPEN TO SERVE YOU
Monday—Friday, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday—Sunday, 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
327

237 South Cooper
(901) 722—2193
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restaurant and bar
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2150 Elzey Ave. east of Cooper
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Dining Out
from page 45
The Hacks Cross location is spacious and the staff are more
than friendly as they greet each customer who walks through the
door with, "Welcome to Johnny‘s!" Perhaps the first thing you
notice when you enter the restaurant is the colorful slice of the
New York City skyline. From there, as your eyes begin to wan—
der around the dining room, you‘ll find very distinctive pictures
and posters of New York City landmarks.
After you decide where to sit, you‘ll find the menus are
already on the table. Want something to munch on while trying
to decide what to get? Try one of Johnny‘s appetizers. Choose
from garlic bread, garlic bread with cheese, cheese bread stix,
mini garlic knots or Johnny‘s brushetta (our favorite).
In the mood for a salad? There are nine possibilities, includ—
ing an antipasto salad complete with pepperoni, salami and
provolone cheese.
Don‘t feel like pizza? Then try one of Johnny‘s nine Italian
dinners, including two we had never heard of before, the Bronx
Bomber (which also is what the New York Yankees were once
affectionately referred to as), and the Manhattan Garden. All din—
ners come with a garden salad unless specified as a la carte.
Johnny‘s offers 19 different oven—baked sub sandwiches,
including four parmigiana subs. In addition, any sub can be
ordered as a wrap, if you so wish.
This brings us to the remaining three items on the menu: cal—
zones (folded pizza dough with seasoned ricotta cheese, moz—
zarella and any number of Johnny‘s 34 toppings), strombolies
(rolled pizza dough stuffed with mozzarella and toppings — think
pizza turned inside out without the sauce; marinara is served on

the side) and, of course, pizza, which can be purchased by the
slice, as a whole pie (in 12—inch and 16—inch sizes) or as a
doughless slice, which is the same things you would find on any
slice of pizza, but without the dough. There also are 19 special—
ity pizzas available, as well, including a white pizza, a steak and
cheese pizza, a garlic pizza and a pesto pie.
And don‘t forget about dessert. Youll have a tough time choos—
ing between traditional tiramisu, brownie rockslide cake and New
York—style cheese cake. Hours of operation vary by location.

Fraser
from page 29
people aren‘t up to the challenge. They spend most of their time
thinking up excuses for poor results. If you believe "reasons" or
"facts" (which are usually cleverly disguised EXCUSES), then
you may not DO what has to be done. Or even try.
Believe me, the excellent results of trying and doing are vast—
ly underrated by most wannabes.
What do you believe? What‘s your attitude? What are you doing?
Starting as an actor more than 40 years ago, Bob Fraser has
scores of credits in theatre, film and television. He was writer,
director and actor for six seasons on the television show,
"Benson," playing the lead‘s nemesis, Senator Leonard Tyler. He
also has been writer and producer of many television series,
including "Full House," "The Love Boat," "Columbo" and others.
Fraser is the author of "You Must Act!," the No. 1 acting career
course on the Internet (www.youmnustact.com). Fraser also pub—
lishes a free e—zine for actors, called "Show Biz How—To." Free
subscriptions are available at www.showbizhowto.com.

Your Turn to host this year‘s
Holiday Party?
a
We‘ve got you covered!
|

From large groups to intimate gatherings
Just give us a cal
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BROOKS MUSEUM OF ART
Wood, fiberglass, polyethylene, aluminum,
resin and wheat grass. These are just some of
the surprising materials that make up the 26
large scale sculptures in "Material Terrain: A
Sculptural Exploration of Landscape and
Place," on display at The Brooks Museum of
Art, 1934 Poplar Avenue, in Overton Park,
Sept. 16 through Nov. 26.
The artists presented in "Material Terrain"
address provocative questions such as genet—
ic engineering and modification of species,
conservation, farming and logging.
The museum is open Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday, 11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. On the first
Wednesday of the month the museum reopens from 6 to 9 p.m.
Admission is $6 for adults; $5 for Seniors (65+) and $2 for students with
valid ID. Children, ages six and under, are admitted free. For more infor—
mation, call (901) 544—6200 or go online to www.brooksmuseum.org.
ART MUSEUM OF U OF M
E
ike]

The Art Museum of The University of Memphis
(AMUM), located on campus in the Communication &
Fine Arts Building, will feature "Sticks, Stones &
Bones: Images from Transient Landscapes" by
Annette Fournet Sept. 16 through Oct. 21. An opening
reception is set for Friday Oct. 15, from 5 to 7:30 p.m.
AMUM is open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Saturday. For more information, go online to
www.amum.org or call (901) 678—2224.

f
ORNAMENTAL METAL MUSEUM
The works of Master Metalsmith Richard
Prillaman will be on exhibit at the National
Ornamental Metal Museum, 374 Metal
Museum Drive, now through Nov. 12.
Prillaman designs and constructs by hand
small sculpture pieces; utilitarian objects, such
as specialty boxes; mechanical banks; liquid
containers and fantasy pieces, and jewelry from
non—ferrous metals. Prillaman‘s pieces deal with
animal, human and mechanical directions with
puns, contemporary images with ancient motifs
and some straight—forward pieces.
The museum is open Tuesday to Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
Sunday noon to 5 p.m. Admission is $5 for adults; $4 for seniors (65+);
$3 for students with valid ID and youth ages five to 18, and free for chil—
dren under the age of five.
For more information, call (901) 774—6380

WKNO ART & ANTIQUES AUCTION
Preview artworks from more than 300 Mid—South artists and
galleries that will be sold during the "Stanford Group Company
Gallery 10, the WKNO Art & Antiques Auction" on WKNO TV
Channel 10, Nov. 4, 5, 11 & 12.
Normal preview hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., Oct. 13 through Nov. 12 at the WKNO—TV Studio on the south
campus of The University of Memphis at Park and Getwell. For
more information, call (901) 458—2521.

Midtown Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272—0022 ~
Having a Party?
Call us!
We‘ve got the BEST
Lemon Bars in town

Party Trays & Catering
Available
Voted #1 Deli by
featuring Boar‘s Head

Memphis Magazine

7 am to 6 pm Monday—Friday
8 am to 3 pm Saturday
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l“ THE MIX for the musically inclined

Reprieve
Ani DiFranco
Righteous Babe Records
Ani DiFranco‘s newest release, Reprieve, hit stores nation—
wide Aug. 8.
DiFranco and touring bassist Todd Sickafoose are the only
two players on the new album — something you would never
guess from it‘s rich and detailed sound. In addition to the usual
array of acoustic and electric guitars, for which she is justly noted,
DiFranco can be heard on keyboards, drums and other instru—
ments, while Sickafoose contributes not only bass but wurlitzer,
pump organ, piano and "fakey—bakey" trumpet and strings.
The album, a signature blend of poetry, politics and musi—
cianship, was tracked in DiFranco‘s New Orleans studio in early
2005 during a break in her usually heavy touring schedule.
Forced to leave the master recordings behind when she evacu—
ated before Hurricane Katrina, she drove back into the city to
retrieve them just three days after the levees broke.
DiFranco continued to work on the CD in her hometown of
Buffalo, N.Y., only to return for the final mixing back in New Orleans.

"(That‘s) where, after the power came on, I had access to all
kinds of distortion, basically," DiFranco said, "and the ears of
(recording engineer) Mike (Napolitano), who‘s a great mixer and
gave me great advice."
While not intended to be taken as a concept album in any way,
Reprieve‘s opening encounter in "Hypnotized" to the call to action
against patriarchy in the spoken—word title track to the conflict
between "the house of conformity" and the ability to make art in
the final song, "Shroud," this is classic DiFranco territory.
For more information, go online to www.righteousbabe.com.

Party Groove:
Blue Ball Volume
5 celebrates the
annual Blue Ball, a
weekend jammed
packed
with
events, recently
held
in
Philadelphia. Billboard reporting DJ
Roland Belmares made his Blue Ball debut at the Sunday night clos—
On June 27, Centaur Entertainment released Jason &
deMarco‘s new album, Ti the End of Time, as well as its single
"Trying To Get To You."
Till the End of Time takes the listener on a journey through
the depths and plateaus of relationships, and their many emo—
tional landscapes.
"Our new music is romantic rock pop with big vocals and lots
of harmonies," deMarco DeCiccio said.
"We feel this new album is taking us to new places, musical—
ly and artistically," Jason Warner added.
Seven of the CD‘s songs were written by Jason & deMarco.
Additional writing credits include two—time Academy Award,
Grammy and Golden Globe nominee songwriter Allan Rich.
Neither Jason nor deMarco are novices to the music industry.
"My Pentecostal background is the foundation of my morals,
spirituality and ideals," Jason said, explaining his vocals style. "I
have always loved music that had a message that crosses over
boundaries."
"People have told us that separately we are good as musi—
cians, but something amazing happens when we come together
and sing," deMarco noted.
For more information, sound bytes or to purchase Till the End
of Time, go online to www.jasonanddemarco.com or www.cen—
taurmusic.com.

ing party and has compiled this new mix, a musical celebration of the
Blue Ball weekend.
"I love the progressive energy in the Philly clubs," said Roland
Belmares. "It was important for me to incorporate that under—
ground sound with my own style to create something special for
the new Blue Ball CD."
Over the past decade, Belmares has established himself as
one of the top rated DJs on the scene playing major events
coast to coast and releasing three prior Centaur compilations.
Belmares also has put his name in the ring of remixer/producer
with recent projects for Pepper MaShay, Pat Hodges, Kristine W.
Abigail, Debby Holiday and, most recently, Amber.
The "mini" journey created for Party Groove: Blue Ball Volume
5 also is a reflection of a typical live set from Belmares. The trib—
al house beats from Di Paul, Terminal Beat and Jesse Garcia
show his progressive side and keep it sexy, while the songs
"Breathe," "Some Kind Of Heaven" and "Discosound" hold the
traditional circuit feel with the strong piano house tip. Not without
his divas, Belmares also includes new songs from Taborah, jazz
great Lori Jenaire and the merging new group Taxi Doll.
This year‘s Blue Ball CD benefits the Sapphire Fund, estab—
lished in 2002, to support the efforts of organizations contributing
to the health and well—being of Philadelphia‘s GLBT community.
Party Groove: Blue Ball Volume 5 is available at Tower
Records and Backstreet Memphis, as well as online at www.cen—
taurmusic.com, where sound samples are available.
SeptemBen 2006
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We Rent Gay DVDs
comedy, drama, romance
Monday—Thursday 10—7

553 S. Cooper

Friday & Saturday 10—8

Memphis, TN

Cards and Gifts

Sunday 12—5

BEEI. M'STEB

(901) 728—6535 * inzoutz@aol.com

film reviews

&
C j
|

Heidi Amesen makes her fea—
ture film debut with Some Prefer
) Cake. Set in San Francisco, this
fastpaced comedy follows best
| friends Kira (the lovely Kathleen
| Fontaine) and Sydney (Tara
‘ Howley) along intertwining paths of
* I sex, food and relationships.
Kira, a promiscuous and aspir—
ing, not—so—funny lesbian comic,
spends most of her time trying to overcompensate for her feelings
by sleeping around with every babe in town. Her straight pal,
Sydney, a restaurant critic, asserts that the average woman, given
the ‘choice between sex and a nice piece of chocolate cake, will
always go for the cake.
The story unfolds in crazy comic fashion when true love
comes knocking, in the form of super hot Robin (Desi del
Valle), and Kira is plagued by her past, which includes a spe—
cial appearance by sexy Machiko Saito as one of Kira‘s emo—
tionally unbalanced one—night stands, which Kira soon learns
to regret.
Released on DVD this past month, Some Prefer Cake has been
called "a delightful, quirky romantic comedy," by Hollywood Online and
"engaging ... funny ... pacing is smart, performanceslively and likeable,"
by Variety.
The DVD edition of this film features the original theatrical trailer,
chapter stops, Dolby 2.0 and closed—captioning. _ ‘
Run time: 95 minutes
Available for rent at Inz & Outz, 553 S. Cooper in Midtown
52 FAMILY & friends Septemser 2006

From Desiree Lim, the
acclaimed director of Sugar
Sweet, comes Floored By Love, a
sweet and heartwarming slice—of—
life family comedy that takes the _|
viewer into the different homes of ~ |
an Asian—Canadian lesbian cou—
ple and a family with a newly—out
gay son.
Now that Canada has legalized ***
Manes
Me
same—sex mariage, Janet (Natalie Sky) wants to get—married, but her
girlfriend, Cara (Shirley Ng), isn‘t so sure. Cara isn‘t out to her tradition—
al Chinese parents, who are coming for a visit.
Meanwhile, there‘s mixed race teen, Jesse (played by heart—throb
Trenton Miller), who has to deal with the arrival of his biological father, a
flashy gay actor. Jesse‘s biological father (played by Andrew Mcllroy)
upstages every attempt by Jesse‘s terrifically supportive Jewish mom
and stepdad. to be supportive of their son‘s coming—out process.
These two families go to great and humorous lengths out of love,
and, at the end of the journey, discover their queer lives are really not
so far apart:
Released this past month, the DVD edition of Floored By Love
includes a commentary track by the director and a featurette about
the making of the film, aswell as the original theatrical trailer and
closed—captioning.
Frameline said Floored By Love "will have you laughing and smil—
ing in less time than it takes to grab that bag of popcom."
Run time: 50 minutes
Available for rent at Inz & Outz, 553 S. Cooper in Midtown

REEL TWISTED

;......

by Anita Moyt, managing editor
Set in contemporary rural Louisiana,
Strange Fruit explores the tribulations of
William Boyals, a successful New York
lawyer and gay African—American who comes
home to the life from which he escaped to
investigate the lynching of his also—gay child—
hood friend, Kelvin. Amidst the sultry beauty
of the bayou, William is forced to wade
through a bog of conspiracy involving an
insidious network of local law and a danger—
ously entrenched subculture. At the same
time, he finds himself having to confront the
reasons he left in the first place. The harder
IARDEE He L00KS
he looks, the deeper he gets, until the veil is
pulled back to reveal a quagmire of racism
and homophobia that threatens his life.
Since its release in 2004, to the film festi—
val circuit, Strange Fruit has been screened
at more than 50 film fests from one end of the U.S.A. to the
other, plus South Africa and Israel.
Kyle Schickner, writer and
director of Strange Fruit,
attended Rutgers University in
New Jersey and then moved to
New York. He started an Off—
Broadway theater company
called Fencesitter Productions
where he wrote, directed and
produced such plays as Come
Clean, My Diary and Rose By
Any Other Name.
"I had the idea (for Strange
Fruit) about 10 years ago,"
Schickner told Family &
—
3
Friends magazine in a tele—
S.
a,
phone interview. "The lead
KYlE SGHIGKNEH
character in my first play, The
Truth, had written a book
called The Pink News. The story in The Pink News is what devel—
oped into Strange Fruit.
"I didn‘t write it for a number of years," Schickner continued.
"I am not African—American. I am bisexual and I have not been to
Louisiana. My plan was to get more successful and produce it
and get an African—American to write and direct it."
As time went on, Schickner‘s initial plans for Strange Fruit
changed.
"As | saw more and more queer films that were horrible and
devoid of any African—American voice, I decided I‘ll make the
movie, if no one else will, to get a story out there other than a
cute, white boy, circuit party film."
Schickner explained how he, as a white man, could conceive
this African—American story line.
"I didn‘t do a lot of research," he said. "I had taken a lot of
African—American study courses and was a fan of hip—hop. Based
on that 1 wrote the first couple of drafts. The other thing, being
bisexual, I am intrigued by prejudice within minority groups. Such

as black men lynching a gay black man,
unaware of their own ancestors being lynched
and being discriminated by the white people.
Between my studies in African—American cul—
ture and my experiences being discriminated
against as bisexual, I was looking at homopho—
bia within the African—American community."
He continued his line of thought with a par—
allel to the gay marriage ban which is this
decade‘s political king pin.
"When you hear the argument for gay mar—
riage, a lot of the same arguments people use
against gay marriage are the same arguments
people used against interracial marriages in
the ‘50s and ‘60s." Schnickner said. "We are all
fighting the same cause."
Another purpose of Strange Fruit was to
help minority filmmakers find a way into
Hollywood to the vast resources it offers.
"When I first shopped Strange Fruit around, people would
only invest if the main character was white and gay or black and
not gay," Schnickner said. "They did not want a black gay man
as a lead character. But I didn‘t want to do that. The success at
the film fests and the DVD sales are what makes Hollywood
hear that there is a market for gay black stories.
"I don‘t think Hollywood is racist, but just stupid," Schickner
continued. "It will do anything to make money. | don‘t like (the
quality of) Ski Trip or Noah‘s Ark, but I buy them so Hollywood
can see people want them and more films need to be made.
"My goal in making Strange Fruit was to at least open some
doors so people can see images of themselves that they don‘t
normally see," he said. "And my goal is for other filmmakers.
Because I am a white man, more doors are open to me and
more money is available. The doors are not open to African
Americans, women and other minorities. If I can open that door
just a little bit, so those minorities can come in and take advan—
tage of what I have for me, everything is worth it to get more gay
films inspired, especially African—American films."
Schnickner said the story of Strange Fruit has a viable future.
"We‘ve been talking to some about a sequel to Strange Fruit,"
Schnicker said, "and talking to LOGO about a series, to explore the
lives behind the characters. All of that depends on money and how
well the DVD for Strange Fruit sells."
Produced by Alex Boling, Jon Finck and Schickner, Strange
Fruit stars Kent Faulcon (American Beauty, Men in Black, Die
Hard with a Vengeance), Berlinda Tolbert ("The Jeffersons,"
Harlem Nights), David Raibon ("The District," "Six Feet Under"),
Sam Jones, Ed Brigadier and Charlie Schroeder.
Some comments about Strange Fruit include:
"Schickner‘s ambitious low—budget thriller delivers all the
goods of the best big—budget Hollywood equivalents — unex—
pected twists, nail—biting suspense, a mind—blowing climax and
loads of atmosphere. — Lawrence Ferber, Philadelphia
International Gay & Lesbian Film Festival.
"The film ... challenges its audience to think beyond color lines
and their own ‘isms‘ to receive the real message of the film. ...
See Strange Fruit, page 59
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THE
Ill“: XM Satellite Radio airs
eafpho
WITH JOESOLMONESE "*>

he
Human
Rights
Campaign and XM Satellite
Radio airs the new, live, week—
ly talk show, "The Agenda with
Joe
Solmonese"
every
Monday from 5 to 7 p.m. CT on
XM Live Channel 200; addi—
tional weekly encore broad—
casts are set for Mondays,
from Midnight to 2 a.m. CT on
XM Public Radio Channel 133;
as well as Tuesdays from 3
a.m. to 5 a.m. CT and
Sundays from 5 to 7 p.m. CT
on Take 5 Channel 155.
Solmonese is president of
the Human Rights Campaign,
the largest national lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender polit—
ical organization, with members through the country.
"The Agenda with Joe Solmonese" features a broad variety of
topics and guests and will take on the key issues of the day. The
show promises to be provocative and controversial; as well as

13215511515

fun and silly, and reflect the diversity in our culture
and lives.
As a talk show format, The Agenda opens its
phones to allow the public to voice their views on
the subjects at hand. At other times, the public is
invited to call

"The aHill,"rareaglimpse
SundanceintoChannel
original documentary
series,
offering
the
highly—charged
world
of
congres—
sionalair politics,
premiered through
Aug. 23 Sept.
on the27,Sundance
Channel; it
will
every
Wednesday
at
8
p.m.
Consisting ofofsixthehalf—hour
episodes,
"The Hill"
focuses
onof the
the
inner—workings
office
of
Congressman
Wexler,
one
most influential
membersevenof hisCongress
whoonhaspolitically—sensitive
battled the oppo—
sition,
and
sometimes
own
party,
issues,
as gunis control,
Social
Security
reform
andjudiciary
the war
inCommittee
Iraq.such
Wexler
a
key
member
of
the
House
andfeatures
the International
Relations
Committee.
"The
Hill"
Wexler‘s
Chief
of
Staff
Eric also
Johnson,
whoin
isWexler‘s
openlyoffice.
gay, The
andseries
his partner,
James,
who
works
follows Ericoffice
as he with
jugglesmanaging
the respon—his
sibilities
of
running
the
Washington
homeJohnson
life, raising
hisserved
youngin sonthe andcapacity
buildingofa chief
new house.
has
of staff
Congressman Robert Wexler for more than five years.
In thisto
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on

any topic during the show‘s

gAGENDA (877—924—3632).
Solmonese and co—host Mary Breslauer inter—
viewed Sen. Edward Kennedy (D—Mass.), as well

JOESQOLMONESE& MARY BRESLAUER

Sundance documentary

in

"Open Mic" segment. The number to call is 1—877—

as Lorna Luft, Judy Garland‘s daughter during the
premiere of the show. They also looked at LOGO
TV and its one year anniversary; interviewed gay
wedding

Mary

Bonauto

of

planner

GLAD,

who

Bryan

Rafenelli,

successfully

and

talked

argued the

which led to marriage equality in Massachusetts.

to

case

tf

heAgenda or
www.xmradio.com/The Agenda. For more on XM Satellite Radio,
which is a subscription based service, go online te www.xmradio.com.
For more

information

go online to www.hre.org/T

fﬂllﬂWS yay Mall, nartner

Eric, James and son, Kainoa
position he provides advice and counsel to the Congressman on
all political and legislative goals, and develops all political, poli—
cy and communications strategies.
Johnson lives in Florida and Maryland with his husband,
James de Jesus, and their son, Kainoa.
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NEws & EVENTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Cirgue acrobats to perform with

Former Cirque
deon Soleil
acrobats,
Tesseract,
willp.m.,performat theto
symphonic
music
Sunday,
Sept.
24,
at
2:30
Cannon Center for PerformingArts in downtown

svmlllionv

Memphis.
Their performance combines drama, comedy and interplay
with the orchestra. Some of their stunts include, performers sus—
pended 20 feet above the stage; acrobatic tricks on top of
stacked table and chairs; one of the world‘s smallest teeter—
boards, and audience participation. MSO Associate Conductor
Vincent Danner will conduct songs, such as "Entry of the
Gladiators," "Dance of the Persian Slaves" and "The Thunderer"
to create the mood and tempo for these acrobats.
«
Tickets are $8 to $15 each and are available by calling the
MSO Box Office at (901) 454—6774 or going online to
www.memphissymphony.org.

Saturday Morning Matinee
MAKE PLANS

at Playhouse till October 21
Playhouse on the Square, 51 South Cooper, presents story—
tellers at "Saturday Morning Matinee" each Saturday, Sep. 30
though Oct. 21.
Luna Dara Kelondra will share fun tales of animals, tricksters
and adventurers from all quarters of the world on Saturday, Sept.
30. On Oct. 7, Wanda Holliday will share some of her favorite
stories. On Oct. 14, Annie McDaniel returns to tell stories from
her childhood, being raised on a Mississippi riverboat. And Billie
Martin will share folktales from a distant time and place, as well
as personal stories from closer to home on Oct. 21.
Each of the matinees is approximately 45 minutes in length
and is suitable for children ages six and older.
Cost is Pay—What—You—Can and all shows begin at 10:30
a.m.. For more information call (901) 726—4656.

MAKE IT A DAY

‘OG

Visit the Z00

Meet Rev. Bill Neely
On Saturday, Oct.
14, at either 8 or 9:30
a.m., at the Memphis
Zoo Pavilion, located
in Overton Park,.
children can meet
Curious George and
WKNO—Channel 10‘s
Mr. Chuck.
The
event
includes breakfast,
admission to the
Memphis Zoo, story—
time,
zookeeper
chats, activities and
more. Cost is $20 per
person. Tickets are
available online at
wkno.org or by call—
ing (901) 325—6560.

our new minister.
wed
Sunday Service
11:00am

Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church
at Shelby Farms
7350 Raleigh—LaGrange Road
6—2626
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Where TraditionMeets Tomorrow _
Writing Outside The Box

www.koldstrokeskooks.com

18th & Castro
Carly‘s Sound
by Karin Kallmaker
by Ali Vali
© 2006 and published by Bella Books
© 2006 and published by Bold Strokes
www.bellabooks.com
Books
reviewed by Patricia Pair, publisher
www.boldstrokesbooks.com
Karin Kallmaker continues to amaze me reviewed by Patricia Pair, publisher
with yet another story told in a totally differ—
Since reading Ali Vali‘s debut novel, The
ent fashion than most. Her latest effort in the Devil Inside, | have done nothing by rave
"Bella After Dark" series, 18th & Castro, about her ability to weave an expertly told
takes the reader on an erotic journey and tale. I continued my raving to the author
proves why Kallmaker is indeed the herself during the Gold Crown Literary
"Undisputed Mistress of Lesbian Romance." Society‘s annual convention held this past
During the Gold Crown Literary June in Atlanta, where she was showcasing
Society‘s annual convention, held this her latest effort, Carly‘s Sound.
past June in Atlanta, Kallmaker was one
Vali‘s debut novel was such an
of four authors who read an excerpt from astounding tale of a crime family headed
one of their erotic works. Kallmaker chose up by a lesbian "don," that I wasn‘t ‘sure, I
two selections from this book.
wanted to read something outside of her
1 have to admit there is something truly quickly—established genre. But | must
special, not to mention seductive, about the admit, I‘m glad I did.
author reading her own words aloud to a large
Carly‘s Sound is the story of Poppy
group of lesbian fans and fellow authors.
Valente, who lost her wife, Carly, to breast
It‘s Halloween night in San Francisco‘s cancer. Just when Poppy thinks her life
Castro district and there‘s a party like no has ended with Carly‘s, she discovers an
other in the world. Step into an apartment accidental meeting might hold the prom—
building and let Kallmaker‘s characters ise of something new in the form of Julia
seduce you as you look into the lives of Johnson and her newborn daughter,
the residents at 18th and Castro.
Tallulah. I suggest you open a new box of
If you ever get the chance to hear a tissue before beginning this book
lesbian author read from her own erotic because you‘re going to need them.
works, trust me, it‘s not something you
want to miss.
See Carly‘s Sound, page 57
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Unexpected Sparks
by GINA L. DaRTT
© 2006 and published by Bold Strokes
Books
www.boldstrokesbooks.com
reviewed by Patricia Pair, publisher
If you think that age matters when—itcomes
to relationships of the heart, think again Gina
L. Dartt‘s latest novel, Unexpected Sparks,
proves that love knows no age limits, at least
when all parties concerned are of legal age. It
also proves that "falling in love is complicated
enough with adding murderto the mix."
Unexpected Sparks is thes story of Kate
Shannon and Nikki Haris, two women who simply
can‘t help their growing attraction to one another.
In the midst of bookstore‘ owner—
Shannon‘s growing feelings for. a much
younger Harris, a fatal fire in an insurance
office across the street adds another chal—
lenge — and one that could be deadly.
Subsequent fires make life hot as they rush
against time to unravel the mystery sur—
rounding the death of Sam Madison, all the
while dealing with their new—found attraction.
This is the first book by this Nova
Scotia born and raised author I‘ve read,
but the characters are so real, so intrigu—
ing, and expertly woven into the plot that
you can bet I‘ll be watching for Dartt‘s next
installment, Unexpected Ties, set for
release next month.

I. TERATUBE books by, for or about GLBT people
3 DATES by Cub McCallister

to Billy who seems to drop lines here and there that strangely
come to fruition.
This story is about love and crushes and heartstrings. It is
also about an expression of that love from tender kisses and
bear hugs to passionate sex. What I liked about this story is it is
one of romance and expectation. Jerry and Billy talk and tell their
secrets and their past relationships. Billy even described his per—
fect lover, in vivid detail. However, you won‘t find sex controlling
the book or Billy‘s life. McCallister does a wonderful job of
expressing this love story, with plot twists and all.
McCallister‘s book is available for purchase at
www.CubMcCallister.com or you can email him at
cubby @ cubmeccallister.com.

3 Dates
By Cub McCallister
A King of Mars Publication (2006)
Cub McCallister, cub as in "bear cub," has done a great job
in writing 3 Dates, his second novel. It is a 309—page paper—
back page—turner.
Billy, the main character, has been put in a strange situation
by his best friend Archie — he wants Billy to date his boyfriend,
Jerry — three times. Archie is wheelchair bound since an acci—
dent and doesn‘t feel he can truly satisfy his boyfriend‘s
desires any longer.
What‘s complicates things is Billy has had a major crush on
Jerry, a fine—looking mahogany truck driver, since he first met him.
Obviously the danger of falling in love with Jerry is a no—brainer,
but to flesh out the story, why is Archie, the control queen that he
is, putting him up to this? And, to add a little flavor to the story,
there is the witchy woman from New Orleans who lives next door

Spirited: Affirming the Soul and Black Gay/Lesbian Identity
Edited by G. Winston James and Lisa C..Moore
Redbone Press (2006)
www.redbonepress.com
Dozens of writers contributed to this 391—page anthology,
Carly‘s Sound
each one describing how they have consolidated their gayness
with their spirituality. But note, spirituality here is in the broadest
from page 56 sense of the word.
Of course, there are those who tell of a Judeo—Christian belief
Just a couple of tidbits ... 1) You‘ll find my name, as well as
in
God
and/or Jesus Christ.
the name of this magazine on the back of the jacket cover and
Memphis‘
own Anthony "First Lady" Hardaway tells of his life—
2) The follow—up to The Devil Inside, The Devil Unleashed, a
continuation of the Casey Family saga, is due for release this long affiliation with a traditional black church; the meaning to him
of song in worship, and his observations of other gay men in that
December, just in time for the holiday gift—giving season.
traditional church. There are stories of black lesbians and how
they came to terms as being Christian and gay and some even
A Call for Submissions
becoming preachers. There are those in the "high—church"
RedBone Press is seeking well—written personal stories by denominations and those in the "low—church" denominations.
Black lesbians on the subject of coming out while married to a
As we said, the term spiritual is used quite broadly here and
man. Submissions can be journal entries, personal essays, cre— Spirited does a great job of providing examples, if not testi—
ative autobiographical fiction, poetry or whatever way the words monies, from every possible way people interact with a higher
come together to describe the coming out experience.
power, God, ancestors, the earth itself or no god at all. Some
This book is intended to be a resource for Black women com— even tell of their spiritual roots being in Voodoo, in African
ing out of marriage, and for the women who love them.
Spiritism, or Shamaism. And there are Eastern religions repre—
Submissions should be typed and double—spaced with no sented, as well.
more than 35 pages. Submissions should be sent with a self—
James and Moore have done a professional job in not cen—
addressed, stamped envelope and complete contact information soring the definition of spirituality as expressed by the various
to RedBone Press, P.O. Box 15571, Washington, DC 20003. authors. They let the people tell their own stories and leave it up
Submissions will not be returned, so do not send your only copy. to the reader to identify as they will.
Emailed submissions are welcome; send files attached as a
Some of the other contributors to Spirited include Steven G.
Word or .rtf document along with complete contact information to Fullwood, Sharon Bridgeforth, C.C. Carter, Herndon L. Davis,
redbonepress@yahoo.com.
Lynwood Jenkins, Conrad R. Pegues, Rev. Karen G. Thompson,
Deadline for submissions is Nov. 3, 2006.
Marvin K. White and Anthony Farmer.
Septemsenr 2006
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ABM" Town things to do ‘round town
Greece: Secrets of the Past is the new film showing now
through March 2, 2007, at the Pink Palace‘s Crew Training
International IMAX Theatre, 3050 Central Avenue. The film tells
the story of a 21st century Greek archeologist uncovering the
society of his ancient ancestors, a society that still astounds the
world today with its ideas, inventions and achievements. Set in
the Greek Isles, the film merges a contemporary archeological
"detective story" with some of the most advanced digital re—cre—
ations ever for IMAX. For more information, including show—
times, call (901) 320—6362.
Sierra monthly meeting slated
The Sierra Club will hold its Monthly First Thursday Members
Gathering on Thursday, Oct. 5, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at Otherlands,
641 South Cooper. Monthly gatherings are where Sierra Club
members, activists and friends can meet in a casual setting to
talk about issues and interests. For more information, contact
Karen at (901) 327—9820 or kprosser@bellsouth.net.
Horticulturist Ellen LeBlond will discuss the seasonal play—
ers in the fall garden on Thursday, Sept. 28, from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. at The Dixon Gallery & Gardens, 4339 Park Avenue. In
the morning session, LeBlond will discuss shade perennials
followed by a box lunch, After lunch, she‘ll discuss perennials
for the sunny border and lead a walk in the garden. Cost is
$20 per person and pre—registration is required by calling
(901) 761 5250
Tuesdays on the Terrace Wine Tasting at Fratelli‘s in the
Garden is set for Tuesday, Sept. 26, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the
Memphis Botanic Garden, located at 750 Cherry Road in
Audubon Park. "Butterfly Garden Experience" showcases great
wine and food in the unique setting of MBG‘s wondrous butterfly
garden. Tickets are $30 each and reservations are recommend—
ed by calling (901) 685—1566, ext. 130.
Fall MBG plant sale set
The Memphis Botanic Garden will hold its annual Fall Plant
Sale on Friday, Oct. 6, from noon to 5 p.m., and Saturday, Oct.
7, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The sale features a selection of hardy
perennials, hard to find trees and shrubs, including plants grown
in the MBG greenhouse, as well as a selection of indoor plants.
Garden experts and master gardeners will be available to assist
with purchases and provide plant care and tips. There will be
daily drawings and giveaways of plants, trees and shrubs. This
event is free to the public. For more information, call (901) 685—
1566, ext. 130.

The Annual Pink Palace Crafts Fair will be held Thursday to
Saturday, Oct. 5 to 7, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Sunday, Oct.
8, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Audubon Park. AdmISSIon is $7 for
adults, $5 for seniors and $3 for children, ages three to 11.
Senior Afternoon, with $1 admission for individuals ages 55 and
older, is set for Thursday, Oct. 5, from noon to 3 p.m.

The Exchange Club Family Center (ECFC), an organization
dedicated to ending the cycle of child abuse, will host its first
Uptown Harvest Parade Luncheon and Fashion Show at
Bridges, 477 North 5th Street in downtown Memphis, on
Thursday, Oct. 5, from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Emceeing the event
will be WREG personality Mary Beth Conley, with fashions pro—
vided by Pappagallo. The luncheon also will feature Renee
Evans, a survivor of domestic violence, mother and former client
of ECFC, and Tammy Woodard Rivers, a poet, mother and long—
time member of the ECFC board of directors. Tickets are $25
each and are available by calling ECFC at (901) 276—2200.
Ravi Shankar to perform at GPAC
Legendary ambassador of Indian classical music Ravi
Shankar and his daughter Anoushka Shankar will be in concert
at the Germantown Performing Arts Centre, 1801 Exeter Road
in Germantown, Tenn., on Thursday, Oct. 5, at 7:30 p.m. Ravi
popularized Indian music and has collaborated with such artists
as George Harrison and Philip Glass. Anoushka has a more con—
temporary edge and has won fans from Madonna to Zubin
Mehta. Tickets are $40 to $60 each and are available by calling
(901) 751—7500 or online at www.GPACweb.com.
Strange Fruit
from page 53
This film gets five out of five stars for it‘s daring content and won—
derful cast." — Jasmyne Cannick.
"This murder mystery was inspired by Billie Holiday‘s anti—
lynching song ‘Strange Fruit.‘ ...The movie offers some hot black
men and it‘s nice to see a story more focused on the murder
mystery than the sexual orientation of the characters." —
www.outfilms.com
"On the plus side, generally strong perfs and atmosphere
boost a professionally assembled package." — www.variety.com
"Of all the films Family & Friends magazine showed at
Memphis‘ 1st SGL Film Festival in February 2006, Strange Fruit,
was the best by far. With a flavor of "In The Heat of the Night,"
don‘t let the redneck cops get to you. However, best to use the
pause button if you have to leave the room, because you can‘t
miss anything in the story. Just when you think you have it figured
it out, you are surprised to find out you are wrong. — Anita Moyt,
Family & Friends magazine, Memphis‘ 1st SGL Film Festival.
Available for rent at Inz & Outz, 553 S. Cooper in Midtown
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BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Memphis, Tennessee
OUR HOUSE, 660 East Grand Avenue, Hot
ALLUSIONS, 8204 North Thomas in the
Springs, Ark. (501) 624—6868,. Mon,—Fri., 7
Northgate Shopping Center (in the back),
p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.
(901) 357—8383. Open at 9 p.m. Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
BACKSTREET MEMPHIS, 2018 Court
Little Rock, Arkansas
Street, (901) 276—5522, Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.—6
BACKSTREET—LITTLE ROCK, 1021
a.m., Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m., www.backstreet—
Jessie Road, (501) 662—2744, Fri.—Mon. 9
memphis.com
p.m.—5 a.m., website:
THE JUNGLE, 1474 Madison Avenue, (901)
Backstreetdanceclub.com.
278—0521, 4 p.m.—3 a.m. Mon. Fri./3 p.m.—3
DISCOVERY, 1021 Jessie Road, (501) 664—
a.m. Sat. & Sun.
4784, Sat. only, 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website:
LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK, 1528 Madison
Latenightdisco.com
Avenue, (901) 274—8272, open 24 hours a
THE FACTORY, 412 South Louisiana, (501)
day, 7 days a week
372—3070, Tues.—Fri. 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison Avenue,
Saturday 8 p.m. until ?
(901) 278—0569, 7 p.m.—3 a.m. Wed., Fri. &
Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.
SOCIAL
METRO MEMPHIS, 1349 Autumn Street,
Memphis, Tennessee
(901) 274—8010, 6 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 days a week
ALPHA CHI UPSILON, a multi—cultural social
ONE MORE, 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—
sorority, email: alphachiupsilon@yahoo.com,
MORE (6673), 11 a.m.—3 a.m.
website: www.alphachiupsilon.com.
Mon.—Sat./noon—3 a.m. Sun.
BETA EPSILON CHAPTER OF BETA PHI
PARAGON, 2865 Walnut Grove Road, (901)
OMEGA SORORITY INC., is a social service
320—0026, Thurs.—Sun. 8 p.m.—?
organization for feminine lesbian, bisexual and
THE PUMPING STATION, 1382 Poplar
heterosexual women of all races, call Natasha at
Avenue, (901) 272—7600, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
(901) 949—6889 or Samantha at (901) 596—5530,
Mon.—Friday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.
email: betaepsilonchapter@yahoo.com, website:
SESSIONS, 1278 Jefferson, (901) 276—1882,
_ www.betaphiomega.net
4 p.m. to midnight, Mon.—Thurs., 3 p.m. to 3
BLUE SUEDE BEARS OF MEMPHIS, Meets
a.m. Fri.—Sat., www.sessionsmemphis.com
the second Monday of each month at the
THE VAULT, 529 S. Highland Street, (901)
MGLCC, 1474 Madison Ave. (901) 644—2786,
452—6583, Mon.—Saturday, 5 p.m. to 3 a.m.,
email: info@bluesuedebears.com, www.blue—
Sunday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. ALL WELCOME
suedebears.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
COTTON PICKIN® SQUARES MEMPHIS,
Chattanooga, Tennessee
(901) 272—2116, Meets Thursday nights at
7:30 p.m. at Holy Trinity Community
MI—NITE, 27 West 19th Street, (423) 504—
Church, 515 South Highland Street,
3650, Thurs.—Sun. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.
Square dancing social group
IMAGES, 6005 Lee Highway, (423) 855—8210, 5
EXODUS EMPOWERMENT PROJECT, 2600
p.m. to 3 a.m., 7 days a week, www.mirage—com—
Poplar Ave. Suite 200, Memphis, TN 38112, (901)
plex.com, Email: mirage_complex@hotmail.com
458—4717. Mission: To prevent the acquisition and
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
transmission of HIV among African—American men
Jackson, Tennessee
who have sex with men, ages 13—29, and to make
safer sex a community norm.
JESSIE LEES, 3883 Highway 45 North,
H.O.M.E. (HOMOSEXUALS OF MEMPHIS
(731) 660—8120, Tues.—Sun. 6 p.m. to 3 a.m.
EMBRACE), Latricia at (901) 212—1410; a political,
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
social and charitable organization open to all GLBT
Jackson, Mississippi
and straight ally individuals. Meets the third
Saturday of every month at the MGLCC at 5 p.m.;
CLUB CITY LIGHTS, 220 West Amite Street,
email: homeofmemphis@yahoo.com; website:.
(601) 353—0059
CLUB METRO, 4670 Highway 80 West, (601) www.geocities.com/homeofmemphis.
JUST FOR US MEMPHIS, is a social group
922—8227, (601) 922—8237, (888) 43—METRO,
welcoming single or partnered lesbians ages
Tues., Fri. & Sun., 9 p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 9
18+. Some gatherings are designed specifi—
p.m. to 5 a.m.
cally for members and their children, (901)
JACK & JILL‘S, 3911 Northview Drive, (601)
268—1903, email:
982—JACK (5225), 9 p.m.—? Fri. & Sat., web—
justforusmemphis@yahoo.com — .
site: www.jacksonbars.com
MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY), P.O.
JACKS CONSTRUCTION SITE (aka JC‘S),
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 335—
425 North Mart Plaza, (601) 362 3108, 5
6249, Peer support group for 13— to 21—year
p.m.—? 7 Days A Week, website: www.jack—
olds dealing with gay, lesbian, bisexual &
>
sonbars.com
gender issues, www.gaymemphis.com/magy
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY
Tupelo, Mississippi
CENTER, 892 South Cooper Memphis,
38104, (901) 278—4297, townhall meetings
RUMORS, 637 Highway 145, (662) 767—9500,
every other month; Mon.—Fri., 6 to 9 p.m.; Sat.
8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat., email:
& Sun., 2 to 6 p.m.
rumors
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MID—SOUTH PRIDE, 111 S. Highland,
Suite 261, Memphis, TN 38111, (901) 328—
6349, send an email to:
info@MidSouthPride.org, website:
www. MidSouthPride.org. GLBT Pride
events for Memphis and the Mid—South.
MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE, a social
and service organization, women only, P.O.
Box 11483, Memphis, TN 38111—1483,
email:aphroditemem@yahoo.com, website:
www.geocities.com/aphroditemem
MYSTIC KREWE OF MEMPHIS UNITED, a
non—profit charity group, (662) 349—0056,
www.mkofmu.org
NOBLE KREWE OF HATHOR, a social organ—
ization of men and women who support and
promote local Memphis area charitable pro—
grams, P.O. Box 820901, Memphis, TN 38182—
0901, www.kreweothathor.com
P.FL.A.G., (Parents, Family & Friends of
Lesbians & Gays), (901) 754—3136, Support
meetings for parents, family and friends of
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered per—
sons, email: amdrake@mem.po.com
QUEER ACTION COALITION, a group that
works towards educating society about the
existence of "ex—gay" ministries, email: fight—
ing homophobia@gmail.com, blog: fightingho—
mophobia.blogspot.com, website:
www.qaconline.org.
TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE, (901) 357—
1921, Club nights and meetings vary; contact for
info — men and women welcome, www.tnleather—
tribe.org, email: info@tnleathertribe.org
THE STONEWALL TIGERS, The University
of Memphis on—campus group for gay, les—
bian, bisexual, transgender, queer and
straight supporters, email:
stonewalltigers@yahoo!l.com; website:
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgla
TSARUS MEMPHIS, P.O. Box 41082,
Memphis, TN 38174, (901) 276—4132, Levi—
leather club meets the 3rd Saturday of évery
month at The Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar
Aveune, at 10 p.m.—«.MEN ONLY, Email:
info@tsarus.org, website: www.tsarus.org
VICIOUSVIZZENV, for more, information, join the
following Yahoo group:
autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/HDLMCMEMPHIS;
email Wendy Curtis at BikerbroadQQ1 @yahoo.com
or call (901) 643—1222
*
SOCIAL
Knoxvilie, Tennessee
LAMBDA STUDENT UNION, a social and educa—
tional organization for GLBT, questioning and
straight students at The University of Tennessee—
Knoxville, 315 University Center, Box 315, 1502
West Cumberland Ave., Knoxville, TN 37996—4800,
lambda@utk.edu, website: web.utk.edu/~lambda/
SOCIAL
Mississippi
OLE MISS GAY STRAIGHT ALLIANCE, P.O.
Box 3541, University, MS 38677, (662) 915—
7049, email: gayolemiss@hotmail.com
GLBEF, P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS 39762,
(662) 325—8241, email:
gibf @ org.msstate.edu,www.msstate.edu/org/glbf
PFLAG—TUPELO, 115A Issac Drive, Tupelo,
MS 38801, (662) 566—2282, email:
&+
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SOCIAL
Arkansas
SAFE HARBOR NEA, A confidential support
and social group for GLBT persons, ages 25
and under, in northeast Arkansas, (870) 932—
6545, P.O. Box 226,. Jonesboro, AR 72403,
www.safeharbor—nea.com
SOCIAL
Missouri
VISIONS OF PRIDE COMMUNITY
CENTER, 30 North Pacific, Cape
Girardeau, MO 63701, (573) 651—
6220, email: DeltaDyke@aol.com,
hometown.aol.com/deltadyke/myhom
epage/gaypride.html

WHOLENESS
Mississippi

WHOLENESS
Memphis, Tennessee
FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER, (901) 272—
0855, Dinneris served the 1st and 3rd
Monday of every month at St. John‘s United
Methodist Church, 1207 Peabody, beginning
at 6 p.m. NO FFF DINNERS IN JANUARY.
MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED PARENT—
HOOD, 1407 Union Avenue Extended, 3rd
Floor (901) 725—1717, HIV & STD testing,
gynecological preventive care
MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NETWORK,
880 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN, (901) 545—
8265, Free comprehensive, supportive services
and voc/rehab services to the HIV—positive
NICOTINE ANONYMOUS MEETING,
Saturdays 10 a.m., Christ United Methodist
Church, 4488 Poplar Avenue. (901) 278—6234

BUILDING BRIDGES INC., 2147 Henry Hill
Drive, Suite 206, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)
922—0100. Education, prevention, support
group.
COMMUNITY SWITCHBOARD OF MS
GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, (601) 346—4379,
operated seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
Information and referral on GLBT issues and
HIV/AIDS.
MS GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, 5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS
39284, (601) 371—3019.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, P.O. Box
293, Greenville, MS 38702, (662) 334—3349,
education and prevention.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, 5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS
39284, (601) 371—3019, direct HIV/AIDS services.

SPIRITUAL
Memphis, Tennessee
INTEGRITY MEMPHIS, 102 N. Second Street,
Memphis, TN 38103, (901) 525 6602, People of
all faiths and ideologies are welcome, Meets the
3rd Tuesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. at
Calvary Episcopal Church. Dinner at Z p.m.,
www.geocities.com/integrity_memphis/main.html
OUT—WITH—GRACE, (901) 278—6786, Open to
all GLBT persons of faith to join in an affirm—
ing time of prayer, Bible study and discus—
sion., Meets Sundays from 4 to 5:30 p.m.,
September through July, at First
Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper
Street.
SPIRITUAL
Other Locales
CAMP SISTER SPIRIT, P.O. Box 12, Ovett,
MS 39464, Feminist education/cultural/retreat
center, www.campsisterspirit.com, email: sis—
terspir@aol.com
MCC OF THE RAINBOW, 5565 Robinson
Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)
372—6644, Sunday Service at 11:30 a.m.
POLITICAL
Tennessee
MEMPHIS FREETHOUGHT ALLIANCE, an
association of atheists, agnostics and secular
humanists, meets the third Sunday at the
Memphis Public Library, 3030 Poplar Ave., Room
C, call Jim Maynard at (901) 327—2677, email:
memphisfreethought@yahoo.com, www.geoci—
ties.com/memphisfreethought.
MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS, P.O.
Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 327—
2677. Email:
website:

pesar:

PHOENIX AA MEETING, open to all, espe—
cially the GLBT community. Meets each
Tuesday at 8 p.m. at Grace St. Luke‘s
Episcopal Church, 1720 Peabody, (901) 454—
1414
SERIOUSLY SOBER OPEN AA MEETING,
(an open men & women‘s Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting), Meets each Friday at 8
p.m. at Holy Trinity Community Church,
515 South Highland Street, (901) 324—9200
THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER, 43 N.
Cleveland, Memphis, TN, (901) 272—0855 «
Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8 p.m. Provides
opportunities for persons affected by
HIV/AIDS to manage the disease in a holistic
manner, free of charge.
YWCA ENCORE, MedPlex, 880 Madison
Avenue, (901) 754—4356, Support group for
lesbians with breast cancer meets every
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon

Alliance22Boi@aol.com,
groups.yahoo.com/group/PFLAGTupelo.
USM GAY/STRAIGHT ALLIANCE,
email:GSAlliance@usm.edu or thespy_ms
@yahoo.com, website: www.usm.edu/gsa

( GAYELLOW PAGES \
INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY SINCE 1973
Separate WOMENS and ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL sections
"The most reliable Gay print source in the Gay community.
I‘ve been using it since the 1970s."
(Dr Charles Silverstein, co—author of ‘The Joy of Gay Sex‘.)
Complete gay—friendly resources & businesses: accommodations, bars,
bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists, travel services,
organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.

K

USA/CANADA: $20 by first class mail: Includes all states
and provinces, plus national headquarters of
organizations, mail order companies, etc.
Download the free monthly update at
http://www.gayellowpages.com/online.htm
Find us at gay—friendly stores like
Inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—6535
Outloud Books & Gifts, Nashville 615—340—0034
Outwrite, Atlanta 404—607—0082
and see http://gayellowpages.com/2buy.htm
For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,
please send self—addressed stamped envelope to
Renaissance House, PO Box 533—FF, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014

Voice & Fax 646—213—0263 Email: gayellowpages@earthlink.net
http://gayellowpages.com
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www.memphisstonewalldemocrats.org, meets
second Sunday of each moth at 2 p.m. at the
MGLCC, 892 South Cooper..
MID—SOUTH GAY & LESBIAN REPUBLI—
CANS, P.O. Box 770505, Memphis, TN 38177,
meets the third Sunday at 1 p.m. at the
MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper and meets the first
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at area restaurants,
Email: MGLR_President@yahoo.com,
www.yahoogroups.com/group/MidSouthGLR.
MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS,
www.geocities.com/mphsstonewallem, (901)
327—2677, email: mphsstonewalldem
@yahoo.com
TENNESSEE TRANSGENDER POLITICAL
ACTION COMMITTEE, a statewide political
lobbying organization for transgender equality,
P.O. Box 92335, Nashville, TN 37209, fax:
(615) 353—1834, email: ttgpac@aol.com, web—
site: tenntg.com

461—0891, email:
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com, Softball
league open to GLBT individuals, www.bluffci—
tysports.net
BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING LEAGUE,
Winchester Bowl, 3703 S. Mendenhall @
Winchester, (901) 722—5236 or (901) 465—4371.
Email: memphisgaybowlin@aol.com. This co—ed
bowling league meets every Sunday at 6 p.m.
FRONT RUNNERS MEMPHIS, Memphis‘s first gay
and lesbian running club, meets twice a week,
Info@FrontrunnersMemphis.org,
www.FrontrunnersMemphis.org.
OUT SPOKIN®, a group to support bicycling in
the Memphis GLBT community, email:
marty @ outspokin—mem.org, website: www.out—
spokin—mem.org
WELLNESS

ZQLITKFAL,
insiseIppi
EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI, P.O. Box 6021,
Jackson, MS 39288—6021, (601) 936 7673, you
can send an email to:

ization devoted to helping those infected and
affected by HIV/AIDS live well. Location: 43 N.
Cleveland, Memphis, TN 38104. Phone: (901)
272—0855. Website:
www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org

EqualityMS @EqualityMS.org, website:
www.EqualityMS.org

tes
DOCTORS
DR. DANIEL P. MARSHALL, M.D., general

SPORTS
Memphis, Tennessee
BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION, P.O.
Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174 1803, (901)

cee
OPTOMETRISTS
DRS. MICHAEL D. WEINBERG & JASON
DUNCAN at THE ECLECTIC EYE, 242 South
Cooper Street, (901) 276—EYES (3937)
cee
DENTISTS
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, DDS, general dentistry,
79 North Cooper Street, Memphis, TN 38104.
Call (901) 685—5008 for an appointment.

Memphis, Tennessee
FRINEDS FOR LIFE, HIV/AIDS service organ—

practioner, 515 North Highland, (901) 323—
1200
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T
THREE LOCATIONS TO VISIT IN MEMPHIS:
FANTASY WAREKOUSE (East) « 791 N. White Station + 683—9649
EXECUTIVE SOUTH (South) + 1847 E. Brooks Rd. + 345—0825 (MINI—THEATRE)

@
es
a

FANTASY WAREHOUSE (North) + 2532 N. Watkins + 358—8642
Open 6 Daye © $.00 a m.— 12 Widunight * Aosed Sundays and Holidays
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21 and Over

1.BD. Required
Open Wed. thru Sat.
£:00 p.m. till 3:00 a.m.
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Save

On

Gas

Alone May Pay For It.
UP TO 34 MPG

Stk.#1600162
NEW 2006 SUBARU FORESTER2.5X

Think. Feel. Drive:

~
SUBRU.

*****
—Government Crash Test Rating

Jim°Keras Subaru
2110 Covington Pike » 373—2700
www.jimkerassubaru.com
©Government star ratings are part of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration‘s (NHTSA)New Car Assessment Program (NCAP).
See safercar.gov for more details. Price includes rebates & incentives. Plus tax, title & license. © Car and Driver 5Best Trucks Award —Small SUV Class:
2006 Forester 2.5XT. For more information, please visit http://wwwcaranddriver.com
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